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For those of you “logging on” to retrieve materials from the
FAIRIndiana (www.FAIRIndiana.org) website…we hope this
booklet will provide you with ideas, discussion points, strategies
and possible effective solutions to help you in your creation and
implementation of an effective referenda campaign.
The booklet is laid out in conjunction with the presentations of
Dr. Mike Trego from Indiana Wesleyan University. Some of the
pages may not hold or present full ideas in print as they are
presented in a discussion format during the live presentation. (EX.
page 9-10 on the Hank Rubin concepts of collaboration).
Pages 34-80 is the extensive collaborative PAC/Campaign plan for
your consideration. It is provided as a guide and your specific
campaign committee may look a bit different. The idea in the
campaign is to cover “all the bases” of need and logistics and to
create a positive climate and culture of success for the PAC.
If you have any questions that the author can answer please feel
free to contact Dr. Trego at michael.trego@indwes.edu or phone
(765) 661-1645. He will be happy to explain and help you to
understand any concepts contained in this material.
Good Luck in your PAC’s and in your campaigns.
Mike Trego
November 2010
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As superintendent it is important that you have the fundamental information and strategies
needed to not only conduct a positive and successful referendum/levy campaign but also have
access to campaign tried-and-true strategies that have been proven successful over time. The
contents of this binder will allow you to create and promote a successful collaboration with all
stakeholders of the community.
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This package of materials come with a Rock Solid Guarantee
…The Guarantee is that…

THERE IS NO RIGHT WAY TO CAMPAIGN.
What works for one campaign at any given time may not work
again the next time an issue/campaign is needed. Times,
conditions, and voter feelings change.
What works in one corporation/district may not work in the
corporation in an adjoining district. Demographics and the
economy can change feelings.
Each referendum/levy takes place in its’ own atmosphere.
The effect can rarely be predicted.
There is no true rule for campaign conduct that applies to all
campaigns except possibly the rule that says:

DO WHAT WORKS.
What has worked in the past has probably been a blend of
strategies that you have either seen used elsewhere in other
campaigns, used in action by yourself in a campaign, or has
been developed by your PAC/Campaign committee and
implemented…
The following packet of materials has been accumulated from
almost 30 years of levy/referendumexperience. It is being
offered as a guide for your consideration. Good Luck!
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
©November 2010
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Mission and Vision Statement of the School District
Is to provide a superior education and to ensure that all students realize
their maximum potential by providing: innovative technology; a safe,
healthy and nurturing learning environment; exceptionally qualified staff;
respect for, and accommodations of, differing learning styles and needs;
diverse learning opportunities; successful practices in education; and
community involvement that encompasses all facets of education.
Strategic Plan Belief Statement
We believe that…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

each person is of value.
a safe environment is essential for quality of life.
embracing diversity is essential.
families are the foundation of society.
all individuals can learn.
life-long learning is required for prosperity.
equal opportunities are essential for success.
Proposed logo, campaign slogan, theme, and colors.

Logo =
Slogan = Keep the P.R.I.D.E. Alive
Theme = Keeping our tradition of greatness alive…
Colors = School colors = Red, Grey and White
Committee Name – Citizens for Great Schools, Inc.

Slogan: “Keep the P.R.I.D.E. Alive”
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
©November 2010
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Why the slogan “Keep the PRIDE Alive”?

Everybody Memorize!!!

P. People living and locating their families in our corporation (town) is important for
the survival and future of our city. Many people have worked very hard over many
years to not let our school decline into condition of becoming mediocre or less than
excellent. Supporting this levy will insure that the schools are strong and the future is
bright and people will consider coming and staying in _(your corporation/district)__ to
raise their families.
P. – Personnel who have a High Quality of Commitment.
R. Resources- having the resources to provide an educational program which equips
our students to be life-long learners and accomplish the mission of the Don Quixote
School Corporation is paramount. Support of the referendum/levy will allow the district
to maintain current levels and create the ability to strive further to meet our mission
goal.
I. Individual- the needs of the individual student need to be met so as to insure the
individuals’ success. Supporting this levy allows the high quality professional educators
to do the job they were trained to do to a very high and effective level. Don Quixote
Schools were rated as an EFFECTIVE Ohio School district (the highest rating
distributed) for the last three school years.

D. Development for the Future. The Strategic Plan Belief statement relays that
students will possess basic skills, self-esteem, an awareness of the others, and will
demonstrate respect for others. In this day and age character development is
extremely important and support of the levy allows us to not only keep pace with the
issues, but to maintain our status as a local, regional, and state leader in education.
E. Educating our students is our only business. Supporting the levy allows us to
offer advanced course study, a full range of activities ranging from music and art to
various clubs for students, and a full schedule of sports activities for student
participation and community enjoyment. Educating the entire student is crucial to their
success.
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Statement of why we are asking for a referendum/levy.
On August 26, 2010 the BOE passed a resolution to place on the November 2010 ballot
an issue asking the citizens of the __________corporation to pass a 1.5% income tax
on earned income. The 1.5% income tax would generate about $5,700,000.00 per year
after the first eighteen months of collection.
What does this have to do with you? EVERYTHING !!!!!!
If the school district is to remain financially solvent and offer the type of education that
the ______ community has come to expect, we have avert the deep fiscal problems
that are looming on the financial horizon…but…
WE NEED YOUR HELP !!
What can I do? – The Big 4 questions that volunteers want answers to:
•
•
•
•

What can I do to help?
How much time will it involve?
How do I get started?
What are my strengths?

Overall Strategy – Random Thoughts:
Work hard to educate and motivate the parents and the school staff to unite behind the
campaign. This requires many face-to-face and written communications, starting ASAP.
Put a “new/old hand” leadership on the top and second tier leadership in the campaign:
parents, grandparents, community supporters, local elected officials, business
leadership, etc. rather than school personnel.
Continue to educate the community about the need for this issue. A volunteer made
video and/or booklet can provide further evidence that the investment made on prior
issues is vital to the community. These can be distributed at schools, churches, senior
citizen function, etc. The superintendent needs to be actively involved in the educating
process. He/she needs to be very visible in the community speaking with leaders and
stressing why this investment makes sense for the entire community.
Spend limited funds communicating directly with likely voters by mailings and
publicizing the campaign by flyers, newspaper ads, and limited signs. Signs will be
placed in willing businesses in the district, in selected yards in each precinct, and the
front of every school.
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Communications- Parents- Dedicated parents are needed to by the vocal
“cheerleaders” for their fellow parents in the district. They need to be willing to co-sign
letters that will be sent to all parent households and speak parent-to-parent with every
parent/booster group in the district during the campaign, especially during the final
weeks.
Parent - There should be at least one volunteer/ issue coordinator at each building
who will be willing to recruit other parents to sign a letter that will be sent to the
parents at that particular school.
Each school needs to recruit parent volunteers to write personal postcards ($) to the
parents of each student in that school. The text should be short…Ex.

Dear Mr.& Mrs. Jones….We need every Sancho Panza Elementary
School parent to vote on November 6, 2010 to keep our schools strong.
Thank you for your investment.
Debbie Smith, Sancho Panza Elementary School Parent
Each postcard is hand written and hand addressed. Teachers can do this also…just ask
them.
Teachers and Staff - Acquire an initial letter that is co-signed by the Superintendent
and the recognized leadership of the DQEA and IAPSE employee groups urging unity
and support for the tax issue.
All staff should receive complimentary copies of the main campaign materials
(including Q/A piece, mass distribution flyers, newspaper inserts, etc.) accompanied by
a short cover letter from the campaign chair(s). The more the staff see’s what the
campaign is doing to build voter support for the district, the more confidence they will
have in the campaign and the better they will feel about their work.
Executive Board (EB), or a rep from the EB, should make every effort to meet with
the staff at every school at the beginning and toward the middle of the campaign to
brief them. Further advice from the staff should be invited.
Senior Citizens - Traditionally seniors tend to be the most anti-tax demographic
group. Steps need to be taken to neutralize some of these voters by sending the
message that there are seniors like them (Grandparents for CCS) who support the
schools.
The following information has been gathered from the book Collaborative
Leadership by Hank Rubin (2009) Corwin/AASA/ICL
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Personal Dimensions of Collaborative Leadership
Cluster – Preparing to Lead
• Strategic Thinking
• Asset-based Perspective
• Professional Credibility
Cluster – The Heart and Soul of Leadership
• Integrity
• Spirituality
• People as Ends, not Means
• Commitment to Diversity
• Charisma
Cluster – Populating the Bus
• Timing the Launch
• Recruiting the Right Mix
Cluster – Interpersonal Skills and Dispositions
• Interpersonal Communication Skills
• Consensus Building
• Diplomacy
• Understanding the Rudiments of Each Sector
Management Dimensions of Collaborative Leadership
Cluster - Managing Information
• Data-Driven Leadership
• Marketing and Communications
• Technological Savvy
Cluster – Managing Groups
• Psychosocial: Understanding People
• Institutionalizing the Worry
• Group Process
• Resource Development
• Management Skills
Cluster – Managing Change: Continuous Improvement
• Systems Thinking
• Entrepreneurism
• Clarity of Vision
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Collaborative Leadership : Developing effective partnerships for communities and schools. Rubin, Hank 2nd ed.
Corwin-SAGE, Thousand Oaks, 2009, pg. 47
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
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With all that being said it gets down to this….It’s about POLITICS.
Definition of Politics….
Let’s look at the word itself…

Poli…this derives from the Greek words POLY or POLYS meaning much or many.
Tics…this derives from the Middle English word TEKE or the Dutch word TEEK meaning
a bloodsucking arachnid. Therefore politics/politicians may mean many
bloodsuckers! Just Kidding!
Seriously…your campaign to pass a referendum/levy is indeed a most political issue.
Think of it…
The Board of Education, that is in itself a political entity, is asking the stakeholders of
the community (whatever their political party affiliation and who voted them [BOE] into
office) to further financially support the corporation/district by voting to pay more tax
dollars for a particular issue that a majority of voters may not support. WHEW!
Politicians...Webster’s definition…one engaged in political life, often used with
implications of seeking personal or partisan gain.
Offset these thoughts with fostering positive relationships among the stakeholders.
Getting people on the same page will not be an easy task.
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A separate list of likely voting senior citizens from the registered voter tape needs
to be developed. (Board of Elections) At least one mailer needs to be sent to them with
the message from those fellow seniors. They could be invited to a Senior
Workshop/Seminar on the levy during the week before the vote. (If they can’t come to
you…you go to them). At least one grandparent needs to be identified to serve as the
chair for the Grandparents (Seniors) for PAC/Campaign Committee. Ideally five/six
couples would agree to be officially listed as members of this committee.
Businesses - Solicit donations that are tax deductible. Solicit permission to post signs
on premises. Gathered by Endorsement Committee.
Voter Concentration Strategies - Concentrate and continue to work on the areas in
the district that has carried in the last few elections. Targeting those “positive” precincts
where the levies have fared well should prove extremely helpful. Also targeting areas
where the levies have lost but have moved closer in results may prove beneficial.
Promotion and Visibility Strategies - Collect and organize the following mailing lists
including: names/addresses/phone #’s of: Parents/Staff of District/area businesses/
elected officials/ Senior Citizen leaders/ political party leaders and officials/ alumni
residing in the community.
Make available Absentee Voter forms and Voter Registration forms.
Press releases should be sent to local media on a frequent basis especially one month
before the election.
Secure financial support from as many resources as possible. All donations must be
deposited within 30 days of receipt. (Local Chamber of Commerce, PTA, Athletic
Boosters, Band Boosters, etc.)
An announcement of Chair(s) of the Campaign and Levy Committees should be released
to the press. Photos should be taken as well.
A release on any prominent endorsements (City Council, Trustees, etc.) should be
accomplished.
“Letters to the Editor” need to be created. A person needs to be in charge of getting
2-4 letters a week into the local paper the final 4 weeks of the campaign.
The Levy Committee will place a Question/Answer section in the local press the last two
weeks of the campaign.
A press conference 12-13 days before the election needs to be held to bring together
every prominent officeholder as well as business, community, religious, minority, senior
and political party leaders to announce support.
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
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Need to work with local and regional newspapers, radio, and TV stations to give the
district positive coverage.
Voter pledge cards needs to be distributed to every employee in the district, who votes
in the district, reminding them to vote.
Kick off celebration and precinct “coffees” need to be held for fund raising, visibility,
and communication purposes.
Draft Q/A’s literature on the need for the levy issue…how this levy issue differs from the
last issue…or if a renewal…what the funds being generated will purchase/ be used
for…what happens if the levy is defeated…why passage makes sense for the
community.
Create a volunteer list and a contributors list. People to consider; people who worked
on the last levy; PTA/PTO officers and membership lists from each school, support staff
(custodians/bus drivers/ cooks/secretaries), business people who supported the last
levy, and voters form the last election.

Personnel contact made with contributors.
Have teachers/staff/administrators develop lists of supportive parents in each
class/building and generate a list of postivie voters/volunteers from the list.
What it will take to win?
Garner at least ______ positive votes.
Present a clear statement of the need for the issue.
Create a dedicated and energized core leadership team with motivated parents actively
involved.
Establish a supportive and mobilized parent vote.
Establish a supportive and unified District staff and employee leadership
Solicit 100% support from the BOE and a willingness on its part to take some bold new
steps. Solicit editorial support from the press and media that cover the district.
Creation of the feeling among the voters and the school community that the district and
the community cannot afford to lose on this referendum/levy issue.
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Everyone needs to continue to support the schools. The monies raised in the past have
been greatly appreciated but now is the time to help us insure the success of our
future.
Initiate a careful targeting of likely voters/ positive precincts with messages that
connect with them.
Generate adequate funds to pay for the campaign. Figure spending 30-100K on the
campaign.
Generate a core of volunteers that will help insure success
Make as few mistakes as possible.

Pray for a little luck…and one more vote than the opposition.
So…Let’s get to the point!
•

Why are we here?

•

What is our purpose?

•

Who do we serve?
Answer……our kids!!!

•

What are my gifts?...what am I good at?

•

What am I willing to do to make this a success?

•

Where do I sign up?

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
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Role of the Superintendent in a Campaign.
_____Recommend to the Board of Education the need for the levy based on financial information including
current financial data, variables, treasurer forecasts, etc.
_____To select and secure a competent campaign chairman(s) based on BOE input /other outside
recommendations, or personal selection.
_____To develop, distribute, and solicit a viable campaign budget and possible slogans and/or themes
_____To create and publish a workable strategic plan with deadlines, responsibilities, duties of the campaign
and all the campaign components. (Committees/PR/etc.)
_____To work with the campaign chairman(s) in selecting and procuring quality volunteer community
people to serve as committee chairperson(s).
_____To generate, publish, and submit to the Public Relations Committee and all media, all written
materials concerning accurate facts/ financial information/ debunking myths etc. concerning
the levy issue.
_____To act as the District PR person when speaking to media about the levy issues, especially the Radio
and TV media.
_____To provide support to all Committees and take an active part in committee work.
_____To make scheduled and non-scheduled public appearance at meetings and in citizen’s homes,
when invited, to speak on behalf of the school district and at times the campaign committee.
_____To provide leadership to committee chairs when questions or situations arise.
_____To provide leadership to the Board of Education on their roles in the campaign.
_____To motivate and generate both certified and classified staff support to volunteer, donate financially
and work for the successful passage of the levy.
_____To convey to all stakeholders, volunteers, staff, committees, etc., the importance of the mission and
vision of the ____ Schools and of the schools importance to the youth of ____.
_____To host a “kick-off” campaign meeting to solicit volunteers for the different committees.
_____To keep the staff informed about issues/meetings/updates, etc. concerning the campaign.
_____To debrief the entire committee after each campaign to assess what worked and what didn’t to
use in future campaigns.
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Role of the Board of Education in a Campaign
The role of the Board of Education (BOE) is paramount in any campaign. The BOE, by law, is to
provide adequate funds for school operation and appropriate facilities for the students
and stakeholders that they serve. Because they have to make decisions that result in bringing an
issue before the stakeholders of the community, the BOE becomes a focal point of a campaign.
The BOE should be doing preliminary work based on information supplied from the Superintendent
and staff regarding the needs of the district. The Superintendent is responsible for keeping the
BOE informed of the need to consider referendums/levies or bond issue campaigns.
The BOE should make decisions early enough to meet the requirements of the law, and to
ensure that a proper campaign can be planned. Early planning is essential to any issue. A lack
of time to plan an issue diminishes its chances of approval by the voters and could even
be construed as a lack of vision on the part of the BOE. Whenever possible, the vote of the
board to place the issue on the ballot should be unanimous. Split votes present extra
difficulties for a campaign.
The BOE should consider every campaign as one that belongs to the stakeholders/
community. Their firm belief in that philosophy is the key to the passage of an issue. After the
BOE makes their decision, the BOE should be prepared, with the advice of the superintendent
or designate to the superintendent, to appoint a campaign committee and campaign
chairperson. The BOE can enhance the status and effectiveness of the campaign committee and Chair(s)
by announcing its public approval.
The campaign committee should be representative of the community. School personnel
should be minimal in numbers and maintain a low profile. The committee should include a BOE
member and be composed of people who are interested and supportive but who are willing to commit
themselves to the many hours of work it takes to put the campaign together.
The BOE must place a great deal of confidence in the campaign committee. Trust the
committee to act in the best interest of the corporation/district and give them latitude to make decisions
that promote the issue. The committee should never forget that many campaign decisions
could eventually become policy decisions that can only be made by the BOE.
The BOE member can do many things during the campaign. They can serve as speakers,
make tv/radio/blog “spots”, participate in town hall debates, attend “coffees”, participate in “”call-ins”
programs, and they can be responsible for a message of support in newsletters, etc.
It is essential that all campaign material to be distributed to citizens be approved by the
BOE and the superintendent. This ensures that the campaign committee does not make
statements that would eventually conflict with policies the BOE cannot support.
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Role of the Administration in a Campaign
The administrative team members should be actively involved in compiling and
inputting information for the superintendent to forward to the board of education. This
ensures that their feelings and insights are included in the packages presented
to the voters.
The administrative team should be represented on the campaign committee, and provision
should be made to release them from school duties to participate in the planning and
implementation of the campaign. (Superintendent’s reading this last statement may not
agree and there may be legal precedent in not allowing an employee of the corporation/
district to, while being paid through public monies, to use time to work on a campaign.
Check with your legal counsel.)
It is imperative that all of the administrative team members (not just those on the campaign
committee) are aware of the aspects of the campaign. Primary sources of information could
include an administrative team newsletter that would deal almost exclusively with planning
the campaign. The superintendent could also begin the administrative team meetings with
an update on the campaign. By doing this, the administrators will be aware of the progress
of the campaign and, in turn, will share the information with the rest of their staff members.
It is also import that administrative team members be active participants in the campaign
and that they urge their staff members to do the same. There can be much evidence if a
campaign in the buildings, but it should be subtle enough to be effective without intimidating
or overwhelming those who visit the building. It may be helpful for administrative team
members to share with the superintendent and the campaign committee their thoughts on
how to promote the issue. This will prevent activities that appear to be effective in one
building but are counterproductive of the total effort.
If the administrative team members have citizen’s advisory committee/councils, it may be
appropriate to place the campaign on the agenda at one of the council meetings. Building
principals can effectively bring people up to date on the campaign, without suggesting how they
should vote, through their regular parent newsletters. Obvious political pleas can prevent the
use of a bulk rate mailing permit.

It is important to be sure that all of the buildings in the district have campaign materials on
hand. In this way, administrators can answer questions or clarify issues from telephone
callers/emails/visitors. Administrators should funnel those questions they cannot answer to
either the campaign chairs/committee or the board of education office.
It is important that the administrative team members be formally and publically thanked at the
end of the campaign and, it there is a victory party, they should be invited.
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
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Role of the Certified and Classified Staff in a Campaign
The Campaign Committee should have a representation from the teacher’s
association and from the classified staff. Provision should be made to allow them
time—off work, if necessary—to participate in program planning and implementation.
(Superintendent’s reading this last statement may not agree and there may be legal
precedent in not allowing an employee of the corporation/district to, while being paid
through public monies, to use time to work on a campaign. Check with your legal counsel.)
It is important for them to be aware of what the campaign committee is doing so
they, in turn, will feel part of the total process and will share that information with
co-workers and neighbors.
Certified and Classified staff members can show support in a campaign by being on
any of the sub-committees, wearing badges/buttons and by being well-informed
and able to answer questions from the community. It is important that the community
not perceive them as so aggressive that heir support has a negative effect. Communities
can be very sensitive to the use of school time to promote an issue.
Staff members should be very careful to avoid any type of threats to students
about the ramifications of parental nonsupport. It is imperative that the
campaign committee, superintendent, or administrator ensure the staff
members understand their role in communicating with students during their
regular class period. This avoids the accusation that staff members indoctrinate
the students, who go home and try to pressure parents into supporting an issue.
Staff members should be thanked after the campaign, whether it was successful
or not. It is important that they know their active participation was appreciated.
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Role of the Students in a Campaign
The use of students in an operating or bond issue campaign is controversial.
Those who feel the use of students is unwise because it invites accusations of exploiting
youngsters who do not have to worry about paying higher taxes. Although this is
sometimes an accurate statement, there is also the feeling that the students can
be involved in a campaign without being exploited.
The use of student requires a committed staff member to act as liaison with
a small group of interested student leaders. The enthusiasm of that staff member,
whom the youngsters can rally around, in many cases adds to their enthusiasm and
dictates the breadth of student activity.
A student should be included on the campaign committee. A mature young
person could be released from school (remember to check with counsel) and can
add a great deal to the planning and implementation of a campaign. A student feels
honored to be a part of the committee and can involve other students.
The students can do many things to assist. They can write letters to the editor.
If there is a student page in the local newspaper, they can write articles supporting
the levy and point out specific aspects of the levy or bond issue that benefit
students.
It is appropriate for students to communicate to the community how the
passage or loss of an issue will affect their education. In many cases,
student pleas are more effective than the concerns of adults.
In addition to writing activities, there is word-of-mouth contact with their parents,
neighbors, and friends…not to mention blogs, texting, Skype, etc. They could
organize a student parade/rally, pass out literature, and distribute yard signs.
The Rules- in effect only after 1028/P.D. (Preliminary Determination) Hearing –
does not apply to General Fund Referendums:
School corporations may not promote a position by:
• using school facilities and equipment for public relations purposes (unless
equal access is given);
• using school money;
• using a school employee during school hours or paid overtime (except if part of
regular conduct of office);
• sending materials with student to homes or including a statement in other
materials sent home;
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
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school employees cannot identify a student as the child of someone who
supports or opposes the project;
• a person / organization that has a contract with school corporation for use of facilities
may not spend any money to promote a position;
• an attorney, architect, construction manager, or financial advisor for services provided
in connection with project may not spend any money to promote a position;
• an elected or appointed public official of the political subdivision may personally
advocate for or against a position on the local public question so long as it is not
done by using public funds;
• A student may use school equipment or facilities to report or editorialize about
a local public question as part of the news coverage of the referendum by student
newspaper or broadcast.
REPEAT NOTE:
• Rules do not apply to General Fund Referendum
•

Role of the Architect in a Campaign
If a referendum/bond issue is being promoted, the architect can also play a role in the
campaign. In some campaigns, many questions are asked about the building
project itself and can best be answered by the person who will design the
construction project. In some instances, a scale model and a floor plan of the
proposed building are helpful to community members who tend to be negative
unless they can see what they are “buying”.
Questions can become crucial in the eyes of some voters, so the architect’s
availability at public meetings can be psychologically advantageous for the
campaign committee. For those architects that may be reluctant to participate
…the superintendent might offer…..“If you want the contract—participate!”

Reference: Marketing Levies and Bond Issues for Public Schools, G. Wise, G. Graham, D. Bachman
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio (1986)
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Referendum/ Levy Tips for Leaders
1. Have the pulse of your community/Know the levy history/Trust level for your
leadership.
2. Personal invitation to community leaders/Chamber of Commerce/businesses have to
buy in for success (remember, you need them and they need you)
i. Build healthy relationships with news media whenever possible
ii. Know your own limitations-get the right folks in place on the bus to
compliment your weaknesses (can’t be threatened by this).
3. Co-Chair of the campaign-most respected/meticulous to detail- CONFIDENTIALITY.
4. Five-Year Forecast-know it inside and out/why do you really need this money.
5. Use positive terms/language instead of negative (i.e. reductions instead
cuts/programs we want to save for the kids instead of what they might lose etc.)
6. Keep the focus of the entire effort on THE KIDS (The talk, literature, signage
etc.)
7. Know that this levy is as much about the districts leadership and trust level
(public perception) as it is their children/in part voters vote for image or perception.
8. Don’t forget you are vying for the two most important commodities to your
voters---their children/grandchildren and their wallets.
9. Make thoughtful and careful financial decisions/Your decisions are being scrutinized.
10. Bring your opposition to the table but remember/go after YES voters not conversion.
Find the “nay-sayers” lair.
11. Layout exactly what your levy is trying to “save” for the kids
12. Find the exact right leaders for your committees, align the skilled volunteers to
the right team and get out of their way.
13. NEVER micromanage-yet know each committees every action.
14. Communicate within and without/then do it again.
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15. Talk to staff about being their own worst enemy by talking out of turn/promote
school family concept.
16. Teachers/staff should always be informed one step ahead of the public.
17. Own your mistakes/make every effort to correct them.
18. Always remember that EVERY community is very different/cater your effort to
your community.
19. Remember that when this effort feels overwhelming-you are not alone if you’ve
properly rallied your troops.
20. Be prepared for an all out war to save programs for your kids-be passionate-but
fight with dignity, honesty and respect.
21. Utilize the best speaker/presenter on your committee to do the talking
(encourage folks to do what they do best).
22. Use other resources/call folks who have been through this and ask for
ideas/insights. Many ideas-find those that work for your district.
23. Board presence essential/involvement less essential (my strategy and why-guard
your leadership).
24. Lead the effort/relinquish the reigns (planning time and send off to teams most
important component).
25. Whenever possible, reveal the strategy or the thinking in advance give the public
“hatch” time.
26. Get your message out through various mediums (flyers/webpages/newspaper/
editorials/advertisements/appearances/blogs, etc).
27. Breakfast with the superintendent/information about the school district is
ALWAYS permissible-just don’t suggest how folks should vote.
28. Information about the district permissible on school time and resources/ NO
LEVY activities on school time.
29. Don’t forget to inform and offer participation opportunities for the students who
wish to be involved.
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30. Afford specific time to resistant populations (elderly/farmers/opposition).
31. Make sure you find reasons to celebrate.
32. Meet weekly with your chairpersons-communication and common knowledge are
exceptionally important.
33. Give away ALL of the credit—to businesses, committee leaders /teams /teachers /spouse
/family.
34. Make sure you write personal thank you notes to each chair/team member that
worked alongside you.
35. Prepare response letters to negative articles in advance. Be prepared.

Determining the votes needed to Pass a Referendum/Levy: Part of the Process…

“By the numbers” (Plug in your Corporations Demographics)
15,995+

Voters who reside in the City School District. (12/04)

250-300

New registered voters as of 4/1/05

10,800

households with at least 1 person in household of voting age. (4/5/05)

3300

students - (300-400 - Non residential ) students

2900-3000 residential students
600

special education students in the district

1155

35% of student body at or below the poverty level

5600

35% of voting population of city district at or below the poverty level.
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Tips for the Campaign Trail….Public Speaking/Meetings
FDR was right when he stated that a public speaker should…Be Sincere…Be
Brief…and Be Seated!
•
•
•

•

•

Be Confident – Show them by your example.
Be Honest - be open and straightforward with everybody.
Be Polite – especially to those negative to your issue. You may run into arrogant
and even obnoxious people…but they all vote…and in our democracy everyone
has a right to their opinions.
Be Informed-Be Informative …Information is a two-way street and in a
political campaign perhaps a two-edged sword…it cuts both ways. One edge is
that the voters want the presenter to be informed about THEIR concerns. The
second edge is that the voters want to know something about the underlying
problem and how the corporation/district got into the predicament that necessitated
the issue. Have those brochures and talking point pages ready to go.
Be on Time – Being late is insulting (voters are busy too!) and disrespectful,
and you will now win votes by showing people how little you think of them.
If you are late…Rule 1 – Be honest…Rule 2 – Be Polite: APOLOGIZE.

Further Campaigning Thoughts:
• Get Invited – People are far more likely to vote for an issue if they have met
you (BOE Member/Supt/Campaign Chair, etc.) in person. The more people you
meet, the more people you talk to, the more votes you are going to get. You
(etc.) have to get yourself invited to places where you can meet people, shake
hands, give a little speech, etc. Go to the county fair/ pancake breakfast/ parish
festival…wherever there is a chance to meet people. The Coffee Committee/ PR/
Presentation Committee will help to arrange a schedule of appearances and
presentations for you. You do have to be a little pushy and get yourself invited
to as many places/meetings/coffee’s as possible…if you wait around for
invitations you will lose out. Make sure you have a space on the volunteer signup cards that solicit volunteers to arrange to have you speak at his/her group.
• Giving a Speech – really should be called – Talking to People. This is usually
not a problem for superintendents or even the BOE members because everyone
knows how to talk to people…but some people are terrified to give a speech in
public. BE Relaxed..BE yourself, and just tell them the facts of the issue(s) and
what it means to you and to the children of the district. Further… create a Basic
Speech on which to build information as you refine and define for each
audience.
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Tips on “Giving a Speech”…
Talk to Your Audience – First, Speak to you audience’s concern. When you prepare
you talk, start with you BASIC SPEECH but tailor it to suit your particular audience by
adding material that is relevant to their problems.
Be Brief – (Remember FDR) – Make your point in as few words as possible. Being
brief is hard, particularly when dealing with complex finance issues for referendums.
Be Upbeat – Do not whine and cry about your problems…you need to play the hand
you are dealt. Get over this quickly. Your audience already knows the litany of your
problems…that’s why you are speaking to them…they have come to hear your
solutions. BE Confident…tell them how you are going to work on and work out the
solutions.
Take the High Road – There may be organized opposition to your issue and your
opponents may use unscrupulous tactics to further their cause. Remember the old
adage…”When you lie with dogs you rise with fleas!”. Tell your audience what your
issue is about and what your issue stands for….i.e. The kids of our community.
They don’t want to hear your opinion of the opposition…they will decide for themselves
how they will vote. They want to hear accurate facts from you so they can make up
their mind.
Always Return to Your Theme – In closing you speech, always to back to the
campaign theme (Keep the PRIDE alive). You have given your basic speech, added the
details for this particular audience, and you want to leave them with the basic theme of
the campaign.
Always Ask for Questions – If you are speaking to a very large group, asking for
questions from the audience may not be practical, but for small groups it is almost
always recommended and a great thing to do. First, it makes you look like someone
who wants to hear from the stakeholders and the community. Secondly, you might
have inadvertently misspoken and created some confusion in your speech, and it is
good to have that straightened out. Most important, it allows you to talk about what
the audience is most concerned about.

Reference: How to Win a Local Election by Judge Lawrence Grey. M. Evans Co. New York (1994)
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Further…in these Question and Answer Session…don’t forget the following:
Be Sure You Understand the Question(s) – Judge Lawrence Grey in his book How to
Win a Local Elections (1994) gave this antidote on understanding the question:

When I was running for judge, an old man got up and in a heavy Southern accent asked, “What’s
your position on farms?” I was taken aback somewhat because judges do not make agricultural
policy, so I told him I did not quite understand his question. He said, “Ya know, the ryat to bear
ahrms, guns, farms.” With his accent, “right” sounded like a two-syllable word and firearms was
pronounced monosyllabically. Before you answer make sure you understand the question.”
You Can’t Please Everybody – Remember when answering questions…do not try to
tailor your answer to what you think the audience wants to hear. BE HONEST, and say exactly
what you believe. No matter what answer you give, you will probably alienate some of the
audience anyway, so just tell it like it is. Remember…You don’t need all the votes…you 50% plus
one to pass the issue.
Say “I Don’t Know” – When you don’t know the answer, say that you don’t know.
Don’t try to fake an answer. You know a “fog bank” when you hear it and you can be certain
that your audience does also. Get the questioner’s name and number/email and when you do
find the accurate answer call them or email them letting them know what you found out.
Voters cannot expect you to know everything but they can expect you to be honest…an
honest “I don’t know” may even get you a few votes.
Develop a Thick Skin – It seems that everyone has a right to say anything about a
public figure…Yes, you, by participating in this campaign, have taken on the guise of a public
figure even if you are not employed by the school corporation/district. What others say about
you does not even have to be true; it can be completely false. It has to be both false and
malicious to be libelous. Unless you can prove that they were motivated by actual malice, or
are so careless with the truth that their carelessness amounted to malice…it is pointless to sue
them. This is a very difficult burden of proof to establish…You can sue but you probably won’t
win. Enough of that! It is better to learn to roll with the punches…ask your superintendent or
BOE members about this!
People will call you names, the press will misquote you, and you will probably get crank
calls at 3:00am in the morning…this is the nasty side to local politics.
You have to remain above all of this…if you don’t it will drive you crazy. Not only that, if
you let “them” get to you, you may overreact and do something stupid. If you do, you may well
lose the election. ALWAYS keep in mind that they would not bother to attack you/issue unless
you were winning, or close to winning. BE COOL! CHILL OUT! Keep the kids in mind and do
not dance like a puppet when they pull your strings.
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Campaign Literature – Brochure
Here are a few suggestions about what to consider in designing a campaign brochure…
Readability – term used in publishing to describe the combination of form and content. A piece
is readable when it has content that is interesting to reader and designed in a form that is attractive
to the eye. Using a larger print, for example, is one aspect of readability. Around forty years of
age, research tells us that this is the age when most people start voting regularly, even people
who have good vision become a bit far-sighted and have to start wearing glasses. Voters should
not have to squint to try and read your brochure. It does not have to look like the large-type
Reader’s Digest book, but larger lettering makes it easier to read. Short sentences are easier to
understand that long sentences and make the written part of the brochure more readable.
Newspapers are readable because journalists use short, simple sentences. Write like a
journalist not like a lawyer.
No Artsy-Craftsy Stuff – The first rule in art and politics is to keep it simple. You will probably
have a volunteer who has some design experience and who may offer to design a brochure and
comes up with something full of curves and curls—the kind of thing that will win an award at
an art exhibit…avoid this and go with a simple design and plain, readable lettering. Not a put
down on designers by any means…we are not trying to produce art but instead produce the
conveyance of a simple message. If the brochure looks good and catches the eye but does not
get read…it may be good art… but bad politics.
Colors – a psychologist at the University of Iowa did a study which found that colors affect
moods, e.g., primary colors such as red induce aggression, while soft colors have a calming
effect. Somehow this study found its way onto the Iowa’s football coach’s desk and he had
the opponents locker room painted mauve. That weekend the INDIANA coach arrived, took
one look at the locker room and had Indiana’s white and RED banners strung up all over the
place. It seems he read the study, too.
The color of your brochure can affect the reader’s perception of the issue. Pick a color scheme
that is as simple as possible. Remember…printing colors is expensive! If your brochure is
basically blue and white, your yard sign should also be blue and white, etc.
White is important because of the so-called “white space.” The mechanics of vision are such
that the eye sees the background and perceives the letters as holes in the background.
A person standing alone on white sand dune is more visible than one standing on a forest.
A word is more readable of it is surrounded by white space, so make sure there is adequate
or even more white space in your brochure.
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22 Tactical Errors to Avoid when passing school tax issues…
We…
•

Don’t ask for enough money.

•

Failed to listen to the community “GRAPEVINE”. Article.

•

Conduct marketing surveys to establish standards of excellence.

•

Get started too late.

•

Go right back to the ballot after a defeat without consulting voters.

•

Run low-key campaigns to keep no voters at home.

•

Ignore the “choir”

•

Write-off voting precincts that don’t pass levies.

•

Focus too much on the solution and not enough on the problem.

•

Don’t take advantage of opportunities to plant seeds of understanding

•

Send an uninformed “choir” into the community to be slaughtered.

•

Don’t increase millage when we lose a year of income.

•

Assume it’s the BOE’s responsibility to run the campaign.

•

Rely on letters rather than personal contact to raise campaign funds.

•

Don’t involve enough people at the grass roots level.

•

Don’t monitor the community grapevine throughout the campaign.

•

Misread election results, forgetting that each election has its own chemistry.

•

Don’t make clear what will happen if the levy fails.

•

Tell voters we need to do a better job of educating them when levies fail.

•

Use “how long it’s been since your taxes were increased” to get votes.

•

Leverage campaign contributions from school employees.

•

Try to incorporate everything but the kitchen sink into levy flyers/brochures.

•

Fail to get the best people in the community to run the campaigns.
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I heard it through the GRAPEVINE…but I didn’t listen!
Word-of-mouth communication by and about a school can make or break its reputation. Building
a positive reputation is often a matter of attending to the hundreds of daily actions school have
with their communities.
Every action that educator’s and their support staff do or don’t do and how well they do
it has the potential for generating comments in the community. The word-of-mouth
comments that can result from an action taken or not taken or how someone was treated
create either positive or negative advertising. The sound bites that are communicate
every time parents, grandparents, teachers, students, administrators, administrative assistants,
or others say something about the school can contribute mightily to how the listener will feel
about that school or school issue and about education in general.
Often, people form opinions on the comments and recommendations of others, not on the basis
of direct, firsthand experience. People choose restaurants and movies, select doctors
and lawyers, purchase cars, and even vote on referendums/levies on the basis of opinions
of others. Our perception about organizations, products, or services frequently based on
the collective wisdom that we accumulate by listening to others—the grapevine or word-of-mouth
approach.
Parent of a 4th grader…“I know my kids are getting a good education at the elementary school.
I love the teachers and the staff. But I’m a little concerned about the middle school staff. And I
really don’t want to send them to the high school. The teachers seem burned out and ready for
retirement. I just wish there was an alternative.”
Factors: Feelings for elementary school based on first-hand experiences. School building has
welcoming appearance (clean, signs to help get around), friendly office staff on phone and in
person, easy to meet with the principal, teachers promptly return phone calls made by parent
and are willing to try different strategies to help the student learn. Overall there is a friendly
and supportive environment. Any negative comments the parent has heard have been dispelled
by the parent’s own positive experiences at the school.
What the 4th grade parent has heard about the middle school, however, has been presented an
unsettling picture. Some teachers are good, but just as many are not. They never return your
phone calls and the principal will meet with you but she won’t do anything. There are a lot of drug
problems…and the high school is even worse! The office staff doesn’t care. The teachers won’t
let you know your child isn’t doing well until the report card comes out. They’re burnt out and on
the road to retirement. Few kids from this school get into colleges.
The parent’s perception about the middle school and high school have been formulated on hearsay
evidence. Unfortunately, the schools have done much to contribute to these negative attitudes
And to undermine their own reputations. When evaluating the parent’s perceptions, several things
become apparent. Phone calls from administration and teachers have not been properly returned.
Teacher-parent communication regarding student performance has not been timely. The staff
has not presented a welcoming attitude to those entering the main office. Incidents of bad
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behavior garner more attention from the student body than positive accomplishments.
Bad news travel and people talk! Generally, people are more prone to talk about their negative
experiences than positive experience. J.R. Wilson (1984) in his book Word-of-Mouth Marketing
stated the rule of 3-33…for every three people willing to tell a story about a good experience they
have had with an organization, there are 33 people who will talk about the organization’s problems.
USING THE GRAPEVINE – Six Steps to create positive word-of-mouth communication
1. Find out what parents and students are saying about your school/referendum/
levy issue. Parents and students talk about schools all the time. Establish a systematic process
for surveying these two groups on a regular basis. Asking them what they think goes a long way
toward creating the perception that “this school cares about us.”
2. Focus on employee satisfaction and retention. When your employee’s talk about your
school their opinions carry clout. Community members perceive school employees as the “experts.”
Unhappy talk spread by insiders can be extremely damaging to a school’s image. The best way to
uncover internal problems is to give employee’s a voice/opportunity to be heard and then take
action.
3. Concentrate on providing excellent customer service. Fact: the service that a school
provides to its key stakeholders will influence what is said about it. If your customer service
(telephone, greeting visitors, information and communication)is exemplary, stories of goodwill
will circulate throughout your corporation/district.
4. Actively seek complaints and act on them. Peters and Austin (1986) A Passion for
Excellence, advise organizations to “view a complaint as a luscious, golden opportunity for
improvement.” Make it a point to ask stakeholders about their experience with the corporation
and make it easy for them to complain to you and make suggestions for improvement. When
a problem is uncovered, fix it and then follow-up by telling them it has been taken care of.
5. Find and nurture champions. Champions are stakeholders who believe so much in the job
and your school is doing that they act as the school’s advocate and promoters wherever they go
in the community. Their testimonials are worth gold. Identify the champions, bring them together,
ask their advise, give them meaningful tasks to carry out, and publicly recognize and thank them.
6. Integrate word-of-mouth activities in your communications planning. Many
administrators have advisory teams that help drive the thought processes. Give your team some
latitude to find out what is being said in the community about the schools. What are they hearing
through the grapevine? Let them make recommendations about what should be infused into your
marketing communications materials to address the stories that are told and repeated. Your spin on
these can deflect its continuance or stop it altogether.
References: Peters, T. and Austin, N.K. (1986) A Passion for Excellence. New York: Warner
Wilson, J.R. (1994) Word-of-Mouth Marketing. 2d ed. New York: John Wiley & Sons
Carroll, David J. VP words & Numbers Research Inc. Ed. Consulting; Torrington, Conn.
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Typical YES voters:
• Pre-School parents
• Elementary School parents
• Middle School parents
• High School parents
• Parents of recent graduates
• Special interests parents
(sports/music/PTA’s,etc)
• Volunteers/aides
• District employees
• 18 year olds who are registered
• Recent graduates
• Parochial served by schools
• Adult and community education
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Internal Publics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students
Former Students
Certified Staff
Classified Staff
Dismissed Employees
Special Service Personnel
Central Office Personnel
Board of Education Members
Retired School Employees
Tutors
Volunteers
Secretaries
Food Service Workers
Teachers Aides
Classified Association Members
Dropouts
Special need students/ Handicapped/ disabled
Grade level/Division/Dept. Chairs
Parents of students transported by the district schools.
Supplemental Staff
Teachers
Adult Education Staff
Families of Staff Members
Adult School Organizations
Pupil Services Personnel
Prospective BOE Members
Substitute Teachers
Treasurer’s Office
Custodians/ Maintenance workers
Bus Drivers
Teacher Association Members
Prospective employees
Off-site students (JVS/ Alternative)
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External Publics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Community
Senior citizens
Persons without children
Business and Industrial Leaders
Business Advisory Committee
Religious Organizations
Special Interests Groups
Parents with children in public schools
Parents w/ children in non-public schools
Parents w/ children who have graduated
Community Agencies
Alumni
Media
Sales Reps / Vendors
Occupational Groups ( Realtors/ insurance agents…)
Ministers
Professional Groups ( barbers/beauticians..)
Key communicators
Local/area Educational Foundations
Charitable Organizations (Sal. Army)
Recreational Agencies/ Programs
Persons/groups who use school facilities
Fraternal Organizations
Parents w/ Pre-School children
Grandparents
Persons raising children other than parents
Parents of new teacher’s/employees
Grads in college
Grads in the military
People who live near a school facility
School skeptics
Parents of new born children
People new to the district
Non-public schools/ staff
State Department of Education
Parents/ Advocates of special needs children
Labor Organizations
Athletic Conference Schools
Day care/PreSchools/latchkey schools
Local/area/state/federal Govt. agencies and personnel
Restaurants
Research Agencies
Professional Organizations
Law Enforcement/ Safety Organizations
Service Clubs
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PAC/Campaign Committee Set-Up and Responsibilities
Political Action Committee / Levy Campaign Committees
Executive

Endorsement

PR/Publicity

Board

Committee

Committee

“Get Out the

“Door to Door”

Sign

Vote” Comm.

Committee

Committee

Finance/ F.R.

Treasurer of

Committee

Committee

Community Focus
Comm.

Alumni

Research

Presentation/

Committee

Committee

Coffee Comm.

Volunteers

Campaign

Staff/Student

Committee
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Campaign Chair(s) / Executive Board

Volunteer Committee

• Be responsible for the running or the entire
• Solicit names and addresses/phone #’s of any
campaign.
volunteers who wish to help.
• Be responsible, in conjunction with the
• Solicit volunteers to fill the various jobs for the
superintendent for appointing the “right” people
other committee members.
to chair the different committees.
• Generate pools of volunteers and positive voters.
• Call meetings when necessary.
• Any jobs decided on that need done.
• Work with the various committee heads of the
campaign committee.
• Work closely with the BOE to help insure a successful
campaign.
• Works with the EXECUTIVE BOARD (chairs of
each committee) to ensure that the committees
functioning and meeting the deadlines for their
assigned activities.
• EXECUTIVE BOARD meets with the Campaign
Chair(s) weekly during the campaign and in
conjunction with the Superintendent and the
Board of Education for updates of activities
and to debrief past and current activities for
effectiveness and future planning.

PR/Publicity Committee
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Get-Out-the-Vote” Committee
• Telephones/ Telephoning on the Sat./Sunday/
Monday before the Tuesday November __,____
•
election and reminds everyone that it is •
important that they get out and cast their• votes.
• Checking to see if anyone needs a ride to the
polls and setting up volunteers to provide
shuttle services.
• Deciding on the logistics to fulfill the committee
mission.

Campaign Treasurer
• Accepts responsibility for the financial aspects of
the campaign.
• Depositing/Distributing committee funds for
campaign expenditures.
• Help the committee solicit funds for a
successful campaign.
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Door-to-Door Committee
• The week before the election go door-to-door
and remind the voters to get out and vote next
week. Pass out the flyers the PR/Publicity
Committee generates.
• Deciding on the logistics to accomplish the
door-to-door procedure and generate the flyers
in conjunction with the PR/Publicity Committee.
• Work with the volunteer committee/ chair(s)
to generate a pool of volunteers.
• Students can be utilized for this function.

Finance/Fund Raising Committee
• Working with the campaign chair(s), treasurer,
all committee leaders…solicit funds through
•
donations, in-kind gifts, etc. to help finance
•
the campaign.
•
• Organize the collection of necessary funds.
Sources include vendors, unions, local •

Help generate information for success.
Informs media and press of positive, accurate,
honest information that is produced.
Works with news reporters/radio/tv and
generates “letters to the editor”.
Helps spread the word of the “How’s, Why’s,
Where’s, Who’s, What’s, and Because’s…
Helps generate flyers with correct information
Develop a strategy for all publicity including the
writing and distribution of positive vote
materials.
Establish deadlines for all mailings and
distributions
Obtain postal permit for bulk mail.
Develop news releases in conjunction with the
superintendent.
Organize “letters to the editor” over a six week
period prior to the election. This will include
developing a list of ideas to be included in
various letters.
Develop a strategy for the use of radio and
television spots, if used.

Sign Committee
• Be responsible for acquiring all materials needs
for signs…Cardboard, wooden or metal stakes,
printing, ink, silk screen, templates, etc.
• Responsible for logistics of printing, publishing,
placing of signs during campaign. Distribution of
signs to community.
• Working closely with the campaign chair(s) for a
successful campaign.
• Billboard procurement if needed.
• Sign distribution and pick-up after the vote.

Get Out the Vote Committee
• Absentee voter registration. Organize an
absentee ballot drive targeted at identified
positive voters who appear to vote infrequently,
or who might have difficulty getting out to vote. This
might include alumni attending college,
employed single parents, or dual income parents.
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• Be responsible for making all necessary reports
and accountability procedures.
• Develop and administer a campaign budget.

businesses, and potential voters.

• Registering community members who are not
registered to vote.

I * Identify Precinct captains to organize and collect
data.
• Identifying eligible voters through _____ County
Board of Elections.
• Identify frequent voters
• Identify school employees, parents, alumni,
students, and other potentially pro-school people
eligible to vote and conduct voter registration
drive targeting potential YES voters.
• Help to determine projected number of YES
votes needed to pass the issue.
• Based on the first two criteria above…identify
those who will actually support the issue…
a YES voter list.

Endorsement Committee
• Solicit support from area businesses in terms of
financial contributions, donations of any type…
paper, ink, stakes for signs…etc.
• Seek business leaders to publicly support the
campaign.
• Organize and schedule presentations and coffees.
• Prepare agenda and presentation materials in
conjunction with the superintendent and
district treasurer.
• Consider: Boosters, Rotary, Kiwanis , Sororities ,
Retired Teachers, Businesses
• Make a list….find some names to contact.

Presentation/ “Coffee’s” Committee
• An informal “get-together” in various settings
that will bring people together to discuss and try
to generate positive support for the levy.
Answer questions and provide accurate
information to people. In some cases, finding
answers to feedback and questions.
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Staff/Students Committee
• Garner staff support from the staff that lives
within the district.
• Get them to make personal contact in some
way with the parents of their students.
• Solicit them for names and info of their most
positive parents.
• To what extent can/do we use the students in the
campaign?
• To what extent should we?
• What about the 18 year old seniors at SHS
who are registered to vote.
• Can we send them in mass to vote?
• What about registering the HS seniors to vote?

Alumni Committee
• Alumni Committee needs to identify and foster
support from the various alumni in the district.
Working with the PR Committee, identify alumni
who might write a letter to the editor addressing
the education they received at SCS and how it
has affected their life.

Community Focus Committee
• Retired teachers/young marrieds’ / newer
move-ins.
• Grandparents with relatives in school.
• Shuttle rides to polls in election day if they
don’t have transportation…we need to
transport them so they can vote.
• Help develop strategies for reaching out to
undecided and YES voters.

Volunteer Committee
• Solicit positive supporters to become volunteers
to help out and staff the various committees,
especially Door-to-Door and Get-Out-to-Vote
Committee.
• You can’t have enough volunteers…if they
volunteer you MUST find something for them to
do or they will lose interest and tell their friends.
• There should be at least one volunteer
coordinator at each building who will be willing
to recruit other parents to sign a letter that will
be sent to the parents at that particular school
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CALENDAR OF STRATEGIC PLANNING AND COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
FOR REFERRENDUM OR LEVY CAMPAIGNS
SIGN COMMITTEE- November Election
Timeline:
7-9 weeks to go

5-7 weeks to go
•

4-5 weeks to go

Activity and Deadline Dates:
Sept. 4 – Sept. 18
The Sign Committee should be ordering materials/ working with PR Committee to design what the yard signs
should look like and begin determining where they need to be placed. Are we using wooden stakes of the thin
metal “H” poles to put them up. Possibly the school might be able to laminate them for bad weather. Maybe we
can get the lamination material donated? Of course this all depends on the funds that have been
generated.
Sept.18 – Oct. 2
Signs should be created for yard and business display. PR/Sign Committee needs to work out the
logistics…art dept…silk screening, acquisition of cardboard, ink, stakes/metal poles, lamination, determination of
placement, and actual production of signs.

October 2-October 9
PR/Sign Committee continue to follow-up with the signs and their production. Acquire needed funds and set a
time and date to solicit volunteers to help create the signs…don’t forget the donuts…then distribution to yards and
businesses
A most effective way to distribute signs when they are ready is to solicit the crowds at FOOTBALL/
SPORTING EVENTS/ games….on their way out of the building and ask them if they would post a sign
in their yard.
Chairs of the various committees should be writing personal postcards to community members of their groups.
2-3 weeks to go October 9 – October 23
PR/Sign Committee signs need to be distributed, if not already done. Identify people who are positive voters,
check with precinct captains, and willing to put signs in their yards and deliver it to them. Make arrangements
that if they are not home for delivery…ask if it would be alright if you place the sign in the yard for them. Be
cordial and considerate. Realize that you may have to make repeated trips. Remember…this is all for the kids
PR/Sign Committee need to distribute to businesses and in the populated areas as determined by the various
committees.
PR/Sign Committee have extra signs on hand for those that get destroyed or stolen and inform people that you
will replace their sign if needed.
2 weeks to go
October 23, 2007
The PR/Sign Committee should be putting the finishing touches on sign locations in the district. Replacing any
missing signs in yards or businesses.
Week of Election
October 30 – November 5
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Week after
Election

All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible 6000
voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300 hours…50
people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…150 people calling =
2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6, 2007. Sometimes we
get wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you.
November 7
PR/Sign Committee –collect any signs that are still up in yards or businesses – REMEMBER:
Levy starts today…
AND PLEASE….Get some rest…you’ve earned it…Thanks for all you do!

The NEXT

PR/PUBLICITY COMMITTEE – November Election
Timeline:

Activity and Deadline Dates:

7-9 weeks to go

September 4 – September 18
The Sign Committee should be ordering materials/ working with PR Committee to design what the yard signs
should look like and begin determining where they need to be placed. Are we using wooden stakes of the thin
metal “H” poles to put them up. Possibly the school might be able to laminate them for bad weather. Maybe we
can get the lamination material donated? Of course this all depends on the funds that have been
generated.
PR Committee needs to develop a press release about our Kick-Off and produce some factual literature to go to
the press
PR Committee also needs to begin to identify people in the district who will write letters to the editor in support
of the levy
Volunteer Committee should be funneling names of volunteers for the Door-to-Door Committee for the
generating of flyers, in conjunction with the PR Committee to pass out materials one week before the election.
This will take a multitude of volunteers to accomplish
Presentation Committee generate at least one mailer, in conjunction with the PR Committee, and invite all
Seniors to an information work-shop. Set up the work shop and all logistics
September 18 – October 2
Signs should be created for yard and business display. PR/Sign Committee needs to work out the logistics…art
dept…silk screening, acquisition of cardboard, ink, stakes/metal poles, lamination, determination of placement, and
actual production of signs
Postcards from parents/ teachers written and distributed.
PR Committee identify any retired teachers in the district and ask them to write letters of support for the levy for
publication in the newspapers
October 2 – October 9, 2007

5-7 weeks to go

4-5 weeks to go
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2-3 weeks to go

2 weeks to go

Week of Election

Week after
Election

PR/Sign Committee continue to follow-up with the signs and their production. Acquire needed funds and set a
time and date to solicit volunteers to help create the signs…don’t forget the donuts…then distribution to yards and
businesses
PR Committee should be generating at least 2-4 “letters to the editor” per week in the local presses that are in
support of the levy.
PR Committee advertisements should start appearing in media print over the next three (3) weeks. Funds need
to be secured to finance this venture. Letters to the Editor should still be appearing. Consider bulk mailing of
Q/A sheet to all registered voters of the district. Work with campaign treasurer to accomplish this. Letters to
the Editor should be appearing in the various printed media publications
Chairs of the various committees should be writing personal postcards to community members of their groups
October 9 – October 23
PR/Sign Committee signs need to be distributed, if not already done. Identify people who are positive voters,
check with precinct captains, and willing to put signs in their yards and deliver it to them. Make arrangements that
if they are not home for delivery…ask if it would be alright if you place the sign in the yard for them. Be cordial
and considerate. Realize that you may have to make repeated trips. Remember…this is all for the kids
PR/Sign Committee needs to distribute to businesses and in the populated areas as determined by the various
committees
PR/Sign Committee have extra signs on hand for those that get destroyed or stolen and inform people that you
will replace their sign if needed
PR Committee / Community Focus Committee continue soliciting positive votes from the seniors of the
district. Possibly a mailing of selected information to their homes. Work with Volunteer Committee to help
solicit rides to the polls for those that need help
October 23
The PR/Sign Committee should be putting the finishing touches on sign locations in the district. Replacing any
missing signs in yards or businesses
Door-to-Door Committee springs into action with its many volunteers and the passing out of flyers that the PR
Committee has produced for door-to-door distribution this week.
PR Committee –advertisements to media/ letters to the editor/ flyers for Door-to-Door Committee/ final
Coffee’s need wrapped up
October 30 – November 6
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible 6000
voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300 hours…50
people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…150 people calling = 2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6. Sometimes we get
wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you
November 7 – November 14
PR/Sign Committee –collect any signs that are still up in yards or businesses – REMEMBER:
Levy starts today…
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AND PLEASE….Get some rest…you’ve earned it…Thanks for all you do!

CAMPAIGN CHAIR(S)- November Election
Timeline:
7-9 weeks to go

Activity and Deadline Dates:
September 4 – September 18

Campaign Chair(s) need to compile a list of volunteers and committee chair(s) for coordination of campaign.
Set a meeting time with Superintendent to discuss the Plan of Attack (POA). Superintendent can solicit from
building principals…from teachers…a list of active and positive parents within each building that will be a
source to cover many components of the campaign
Campaign Chair(s) need to begin facilitating the formation of the campaign in conjunction with the Executive
Committee, Board of Education and the Superintendent.
5-7 weeks to go

4-5 weeks to go

2-3 weeks to go

September 18 – October 2

Campaign Chair(s) needs to continue facilitation of process with committee heads and Board of Education.
Communication and a plan are critical for the success of the passage of the levy.
October 2 – October 9
Campaign Chair(s) should be meeting with all Committee Chairs to facilitate the overall strategy and keep the
troops motivated in doing their jobs.
Treasurer – find our bulk mailing rate and current district wide mailing number.
WE CANNOT USE THE DISTRICT BULK TO MAIL OUT LEVY INFORMATION…IT HAS TO COME FROM
THE “CITIZENS FOR SCS” CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE. THIS IS PROHIBITED BY OHIO LAW
CLARIFICATION – ANYTHING COMING FROM THE SCHOOL CANNOT SAY VOTE YES OR VOTE NO…IT
CAN ONLY SAY/OR REMIND PEOPLE TO VOTE ON THE UPCOMING LEVY. WE CAN THANK THEM FOR
THEIR SUPPORT
The Board of Elections in most counties will run labels of all voters in the district for a nominal fee….6000
voters…..$60.00 - $80.00 at .01 per label. Need to check and secure
Chairs of the various committees should be writing personal postcards to community members of their groups
Campaign Chair/ & Treasurer – REMEMBER –report due 12 days before the election and 38 days
after the election
October 9, - October 23
Chair(s) of the Committees- by now all the committees should be well staffed and we should have volunteers
waiting in the wings to pass out materials, work with signs, solicit donations, shuttle senior voters, etc. Continue
having parents and staff send postcards home in support of the income tax issue

2 weeks to go

October 23
The Campaign Chair(s) should be frantically facilitating this most important final two weeks
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Campaign Chair(s)—ties up any loose ends and start writing thank-you notes to your committee chairs and
volunteers
Week of Election

October 30 – November 6
Campaign Chair(s) –set-up to have the entire campaign committee and all volunteers meet at the school on
Tuesday evening at 6:00pm to watch the results on TV. Hopefully it will be a victory celebration also
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible 6000
voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300 hours…50
people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…150 people calling = 2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6. Sometimes we get
wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty.
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you

Week after
Election

November 7 – November 14
Campaign Chair(s) –write thank-you notes to volunteers…utilize your committee chairs to help facilitate this
process
Reports need to be filed by the Campaign Chair(s) and Treasurer 38 days after the election with the
County Board of Elections
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it – Thanks for all you do!

ALUMNI COMMITTEE – November Election
Timeline:

Activity and Deadline Dates:

7-9 weeks to go
•

September 4 – September 18
Alumni Committee needs to identify and foster support from the various alumni in the district. Working
with the PR Committee, identify alumni who might write a letter to the editor addressing the education
they received at SCS and how it has affected their life. Check with High School Counselors for recent
graduates.
September 18 – October 2
Consider having an Alumni Coffee in each of the precincts over the next three weeks. The Alumni
Committee may want to take this on
Alumni Committee should be designating a particular area and rallying support both financially and physically
for support of the levy. Any names generated from alumni should be passed on to the Volunteer Committee
October 2 – October 9

5-7 weeks to go

4-5 weeks to go
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2-3 weeks to go

2 weeks to go

Week of Election

Week after
Election

Alumni Committee should target another area to garner support
Chairs of the various committees should be writing personal postcards to community members of their groups
October 9 – October 23
Alumni Committee should have designated the third area to garner support for the levy. Any volunteer names
need to be sent to the Volunteer Committee
October 23
Alumni Committee –final contact with all alumni challenging them to be the largest alumni class voting…show
that “Yellow Jacket Pride” Class of __?__
October 30-November 6
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible 6000
voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300 hours…50
people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…150 people calling =
2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6, 2007. Sometimes
we get wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you
November 7 – November 14
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it – Thanks for all you do!
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PRESENTATION COMMITTEE – November Election
Timeline:

Activity and Deadline Dates:

7-9 Weeks to go

September 4 – September 18
Presentation/ Coffee Committee - People will need to be identified to host the district coffees…timelines
need to be established, who to invite, demographics should dictate location-check the precincts where we have
been successful before, decide who will be speaking and what they will say…this may involve some pre-training?
What will be served at the coffee’s? Training next week if needed. (3-4 per week at different locations)
Literature will need to be developed and published and we will need volunteers to stuff envelopes for a district
wide mailing
What is a coffee?
Develop a list of attendees/ invites for each meeting. Invite people to only one meeting—no duplication
Set dates and locations for each coffee meeting in the precinct on nights or when a representative (Chair(s),
Superintendent, BOE, influential community members, etc.) of the campaign can attend
Confirm the start time –recommend 7:00pm or 7:30pm
Keep a list of invites on the Coffee Meeting Log Sheets
Contact the precinct captain 5 days prior to the Coffee meeting to confirm invitation calls have been made, then
again the day before to answer any questions and confirm meeting times.
Coffee Meeting Agenda
Prior to meeting: Invite guests at least 7 days in advance, with a reminder call one day prior to the meeting. Plan
on 90 minutes for the meeting. Arrange to have coffee and a light snack (cookies, bars, etc.)
Item #1 –Gather at 7:30pm; serve refreshments until 7:45pm; gather and be seated for a short presentation and
discussion
Item #2 – Welcome and introduction by precinct captain
Item #3 –Speaker presentation: Income Tax; cost of issue/ basic facts about the issue/election date/voter
registration/absentee ballots; distribute handouts (literature/fact sheets/Q and A sheet)
Item #4 –Questions/ discussion solicited by precinct captain. Use the Q&A sheet put out by the PR Committee.
Precinct captain is to take notes, gather information, listen to concerns, get ideas, if they don’t have
answers…they will get them and respond to the individuals who asked, etc. They will report back to the Campaign
Chair(s). Information will be summarized and used to target specific information that needs to be disseminated
and/or issues that need to be addressed during the campaign
Item #5 –Encourage a positive vote…ask for volunteers for the levy. Pass-out volunteer sheets and return to the
Volunteer Committee
Item #6 –Request from attendees to hold a similar coffee meeting in their home and invite other district friends,
neighbors, relatives, etc
Item #7 –Dismiss the meeting, except for those who are interested in having a similar meeting in their home.
Precinct captain will meet them to identify invitees, a target date, and organize their meetings
These coffee meetings cannot be underestimated. They are extremely important for the “spreading of the
word”…about what the levy is all about.
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5 – 7 Weeks to go

4-5 Weeks to go

2 – 3 Weeks to go

2 Weeks to go
Week of Election

Week after
Election

Check with staff to see if they would host a coffee for their classroom parents at the school. This has
been very effective in bring parents into the building and discussing the issues
September 18 to October 2
Presentation/Coffee Committee work closely with precinct captains to facilitate coffee’s
Presentation Committee generate at least one mailer, in conjunction with the PR Committee, and invite all
Seniors to an information work-shop. Set up the work shop and all logistics
October 2 to October 9
Implement district-wide Coffee’s to inform the public and answer any questions
At the Coffee’s publish a Question/Answer sheet with accurate/positive information for the attendee’s. (3-4 per
week?)
Chairs of the various committees should be writing personal postcards to community members of their groups
October 9 to October 23
Presentation Committee/ precinct captains ?…the Coffee’s should still be happening and information should
still be being generated by the Q&A’s information sheet. (1-2 per week)
October 23
Coffee’s should be concluded by week’s end
October 30 – November 6
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible 6000
voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300 hours…50
people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…150 people calling =
2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6. Sometimes we get
wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you
November 7 – November 14
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it. Thanks for all you do!

VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE – November Election
Timeline:

Activity and Deadline Dates:

7-9 Weeks

September 4- September 18
Volunteer Committee should be funneling names of volunteers for the Door-to-Door Committee for the
generating of flyers, in conjunction with the PR Committee to pass out materials one week before the election.
This will take a multitude of volunteers to accomplish.
Volunteer Committee should be funneling names of volunteers for the “Get-out-the-Vote Committee and
logistics should be devised to accomplish the committee mission of telephoning voters reminding them that it is
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5-7 Weeks to go

•
4-5 weeks to go
2-3 weeks to go

important that they cast their votes.
September 18 – October 2
Volunteer Committee should be funneling names of volunteers for the Door-to-Door Committee for the
generating of flyers, in conjunction with the PR Committee to pass out materials one week before the election.
This will take a multitude of volunteers to accomplish.
Volunteer Committee should be funneling names of volunteers for the “Get-out-the-Vote Committee and
logistics should be devised to accomplish the committee mission of telephoning voters reminding them that it is
important that they cast their votes
Volunteer Committee should continue “rounding up” volunteers for all of the various committees to help fill the
various jobs that need to be done
Volunteer Committee should be having teachers and parents write postcards in support of the levy.
Alumni Committee should be designating a particular area and rallying support both financially and physically for
support of the levy. Any names generated from alumni should be passed on to the Volunteer Committee
October 2 – October 9
Chairs of the various committees should be writing personal postcards to community members of their groups.
October 9 – October 23
PR Committee / Community Focus Committee continue soliciting positive votes from the seniors of the
district. Possibly a mailing of selected information to their homes. Work with Volunteer Committee to help solicit
rides to the polls for those that need help.

Get-out-the-Vote Committee and Door-to-Door Committee should have logistics, volunteers and any
needed lists ready for the next two weeks. Check with Volunteer Committee for help
Staff / Students Committee continue to “feed” the Volunteer Committee names of positive parents that you
are aware of to solicit their support. Finish writing postcards to the parents of your students soliciting their support.
Alumni Committee should have designated the third area to garner support for the levy. Any volunteer names
need to be sent to the Volunteer Committee
2 weeks to go
October 23
Keep supplying volunteers where needed
Week of Election
October 30 – November 6
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible 6000
voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300 hours…50
people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…150 people calling = 2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6. Sometimes we
get wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you.
Week after Election November 7 – November 14
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it. Thanks for all you do!
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DOOR-TO-DOOR COMMITTEE- November Election
Timeline:
7- 9 Weeks to go
5-7 Weeks to go

4-5 weeks to go

2-3 Weeks to go

2 weeks to go

Week of Election

Week after
Election

Activity and Deadline Dates:
September 4 – September 18
Work with volunteer committee to solicit names of people willing to do Door-to-Door work.
September 18 – October 2
Volunteer Committee should be funneling names of volunteers for the Door-to-Door Committee for the
generating of flyers, in conjunction with the PR Committee to pass out materials one week before the election.
This will take a multitude of volunteers to accomplish
October 2 – October 9
Decide, with levy committee, how many D-T-D should be held and decide corresponding dates.(all logistics…where,
when, how many needed, positive precincts, etc.
Door-to-Door Committee should have volunteers
set-up to canvas the designated areas for
distribution.
Chairs of the various committees should be
writing personal postcards to community
members of their groups
October 9 – October 23
Get-out-the-Vote Committee and Door-to-Door Committee should have logistics, volunteers and any needed
lists ready for the next two weeks. Check with Volunteer Committee for help
October 23
Door-to-Door Committee springs into action with its many volunteers and the passing out of flyers that the PR
Committee has produced for door-to-door distribution this week
PR Committee –advertisements to media/ letters to the editor/ flyers for Door-to-Door Committee/ final
Coffee’s need wrapped up
October 30 – November 6
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible 6000
voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300 hours…50
people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…150 people calling = 2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6. Sometimes we get
wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you
November 7 – November 14
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it. Thanks for all you do!
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GET OUT THE VOTE/ VOTER REGISTRATION COMMITTEE- November Election
Timeline:

Activity and Deadline Dates:

7-9 Weeks to go
5-7 weeks to go
•

4-5 Weeks to go

2-3 Weeks to go

2 Weeks to go

Date
Started

September 4 – Sept 18
Secure volunteers to serve on the Committee
September 18 – October 2
Voter Registration and Absentee Voter Registration deadline: find out ASAP. (Get Out the Vote
Committee.)
Absentee Voters can vote up to the Saturday before the Nov. 6 election. Postmarked
GOTV Committee can check voter registration tapes from the Board of Elections and check with school lost
to determine what patrons are not registered voters
GOTV Committee can check with High School for list of senior class members who are eligible to vote but
have not registered
After identification, determine who might need rides to the polls and set-up driver’s to from shuttle teams…
if they can’t make it to the polls…we need to provide transportation for them so they can vote.
October 2 – October 9
Chairs of the various committees should be writing
personal postcards to community members of their group
Voter Registration GOTV Committee deadline is nearing and the registration cards are due
by __________,2007
Voter Registration GOTV Committee continue to try and identify potential voters while still seeking out any
Absentee Voters
Military members stationed out of state/ people going away for spring break…may be possible sources of
Absentee Voters. (GOTV Comm.
GOTV Committee should still be working like fiends to identify volunteers to help. We can never have enough.
We’ll find something for them to do!!!!!!
GOTV Committee still encourage parents and staff members to write postcards to parents to be in support
of the levy.
October 9 – October 23
Get-out-the-Vote Committee and Door-to-Door Committee should have logistics, volunteers and any needed lists
ready for the next two weeks. Check
with Volunteer Committee for help.
GOTV Committee should volunteer to help out on other committees and/or continue with their job of
identifying absentee voters and having them register and vote. REMEMBER- Absentee ballots can be
secured at the Shelby County Board of Elections office…and we should have some on hand
October 23
Get-out-the-Vote Committee should have ample volunteers for the telephoning next Sunday/Monday/
Tuesday reminding everyone that it is very important to get out and vote on November 6, 2007
GOTV –final preparation for shuttle rides to polls through Community Focus Committee. Times and
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Week of Election

Week after Election

locations of shuttle rides should be distributed and confirmed with the various senior voters
October 30 – November 6
Get-out-the-Vote Committee—This is your big week…the telephones and telephoning begins on Sunday
February 6, 2005. Your job is to make contact with as many registered voters as you can and remind them
that on TUESDAY NOVEMBER 6,____ is very important election for the future of our school. Remind
them that it is their duty as a citizen of our great country that they have a right to vote and to please exercise
that right. Encourage them to vote Yes for the operational income tax levy issue
GOTV/ Community Focus Committee –Arrange and provide shuttle service to transport members of the
community to their precinct polls
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6.
Sometimes we get wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty.
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you.
November 7 – November 14
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it. Thanks for all you do!

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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ENDORSEMENT COMMITTEE- November Election
Timeline:
7-9 weeks to go

4-5 Weeks to go

2-3 Weeks to go

2 Weeks to go

Week of Election

Week after Election

Activity and Deadline Dates:
September 4 – September 18
Endorsement Committee/Fund Raising Committee Solicit any donations from businesses and ask
if we can put signs in their businesses in support of the levy.
If you can’t solicit a monetary or “in-kind” donation
Paper/ postcards/ materials, etc.) try to solicit a
letter of endorsement in support of the levy.
September 18 – October 2
Endorsement Committee should be adding to their list of businesses that will support the levy and
allow campaign literature to be posted
Chairs of the various committees should be writing
personal postcards to community members of their groups
October 2 – October 9
Keep soliciting businesses to endorse the levy…ask to put signs of support in their places of business.
Then we will get an idea of who is a supporter or not!
October 9 – October 23
Endorsement Committee –notes to local businesses and contributors thanking them for their support for
the levy campaign
October 30 – November 6
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible
6000 voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300
hours…50 people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…1
50 people calling = 2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6. Sometimes
we get wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty.
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you
November 7 – November 14
Write thank-you’s to those people, businesses who contributed to the levy
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it. Thanks for all you do!

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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FUND RAISING / FINANCE COMMITTEE- November Election
Timeline:
7-9 Weeks to go

5-7 Weeks to go

4-5 weeks to go

2-3 Weeks to go

2 Weeks to go
Week of Election

Week after Election

Activity and Deadline Dates:
September 4 – September 18
Endorsement Committee/Fund Raising Committee Solicit any donations from businesses and ask if
we can put signs in their businesses in support of the levy.
Secure/ solicit financial support from patrons, businesses, booster clubs, PTA, PTO, etc…from as many
sources as possible to cover signs, materials, mailings, stakes for signs, newspaper ads, Coffee’s, etc
September 18 – October 2
Endorsement Committee/Fund Raising Committee Solicit any donations from businesses and ask if
we can put signs in their businesses in support of the levy.
Secure/ solicit financial support from patrons, businesses, booster clubs, PTA, PTO, etc…from as many
sources as possible to cover signs, materials, mailings, stakes for signs, newspaper ads, Coffee’s, etc
Set-up a “Citizens For SCS” account at a bank and keep immaculate records as per good accounting
and bookkeeping procedures. (TREASURER)
Do not be afraid to ask people for destinations…the worst they can say is no
Remember: Campaign reports need to filled out and submitted to the Board of Elections-Treasurer
October 2 – October 9
Chairs of the various committees should be writing personal postcards to community members of their
groups
October 9 – October 23
Treasurer—Keep those donations coming in. It’s very important that we fund the campaign through
donations. Keep good track of all of the finances.
October 23
It never too late for a donation…keep asking!!!!!!
October 30 – November 6
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible
6000 voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…
300 hours…50 people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…
150 people calling = 2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6. Sometimes
we get wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty.
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you
November 7 – November 14
Write thank-yous’ to those people/ businesses that contributes to the campaign
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it. Thanks for all you do!

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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STAFF AND STUDENT COMMITTEE – November Election
Timeline:

Activity and Deadline Dates:

7-9 weeks to go

September 4 – September 18
Staff / Students Committee solicit from the staff names and information about positive parents that live
within the district. Generate these names to various other committees for solicitation of volunteers.
Staff/Student Committee furnish staff with solid information about the levy and procure postcards so
they can make personal contact with parents…asking them to support the levy.
September 18 – October 2
Staff / Students Committee solicit from the staff names and information about positive parents that
live within the district. Generate these names to various other committees for solicitation of volunteers
Staff/Student Committee furnish staff with solid information about the levy and procure postcards so
they can make personal contact with parents…asking them to support the levy.
Staff / Student Committee continue your support both financial and physical. Volunteer to set up signs,
work on the different committees, and contact those positive parents and encourage them to vote YES.

5-7 Weeks to go

2-3 Weeks to go

2 Weeks to go

Week of Election

Week after Election

Chairs of the various committees should be writing
personal postcards to community members of their groups
October 9 – October 23
Staff / Students Committee continue to “feed” the Volunteer Committee names of positive parents that
you are aware of to solicit their support. Finish writing postcards to the parents of your students
soliciting their support.
October 23
Staff / Student Committee—continue soliciting support from the parents of your students and
encourage them to get out and vote on November 6, 2007
October 30 – November 6
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible
6000 voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…
300 hours…50 people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…
150 people calling = 2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6.
Sometimes we get wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty.
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you
November 7 – November 14
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it. Thanks for all that you do!

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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COMMUNITY FOCUS COMMITTEE – November Election
Timeline:

Activity and Deadline Dates:

7-9 Weeks to go

September 4 – September 18
Community Focus Committee identify any grandparents and relatives in the school and see if they will serve
in this committee
Community Focus Committee/ identify at least five-to-six grandparent couples who would be willing to be
listed as members of this committee
September 18 – October 2
Community Focus Committee identify any grandparents and relatives in the school and see if they will
serve in this committee
Community Focus Committee/ identify at least five-to-six grandparent couples who would be willing to
be listed as members of this committee
October 2 – October 9
Community Focus Committee should have identified senior couples and start appearing at Senior Citizen
functions with a Q&A sheet and soliciting support for the levy
Community Focus Committee should also have logistics just about completed of shuttle-rides to the polls for
seniors who can’t drive
Chairs of the various committees should be writing personal postcards to community members of their groups
October 9 – October 23
PR Committee / Community Focus Committee continue soliciting positive votes from the seniors of the
district. Possibly a mailing of selected information to their homes. Work with Volunteer Committee to help
solicit rides to the polls for those that need help.
October 23
GOTV –final preparation for shuttle rides to polls through Community Focus Committee. Times and locations
of shuttle rides should be distributed and confirmed with the various senior voters.
October 30 – November 6
GOTV/ Community Focus Committee –Arrange and provide shuttle service to transport members of the
community to their precinct polls
All other Committees be available to help…especially the “Get-out-the-Vote” Committee. With a possible
6000 voters that may be at the polls…at 3000 calls in two days…6 minutes per call = 18,000 minutes…300 hours
…50 people working the phones = 6 hours per person…100 people calling = 3 hours per person…150 people
calling = 2
REMINDER….Please remember that you need to vote on Tuesday November 6. Sometimes we get
wrapped up in what we are involved with and we forget to do our duty.
REMEMBER TO VOTE YES on the Income Tax Issue…in fact… drive a friend to the polls with you
November 7 – November 14
AND PLEASE…Get some rest…you’ve earned it. Thanks for all you do!

5-7 Weeks to go

4-5 Weeks to go

2-3 Weeks to go

2 Weeks to go

Week of Election

Week after Election

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
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ATTACHMENTS:
The following are samples of materials/ strategies that have been
successful in previous campaigns.

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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“Keep the PRIDE Alive”
Volunteer Form
Name___________________________________
Address________________________________
Phone Number________________________
Email___________________________________
Please mark any of the following items that you would like to do for the
upcoming levy campaign. The campaign Volunteer Coordinator will
be in contact with you.
Write Personal Postcard of Support
Co-sign letter of support
Event Sponsor
Event Worker
Will place sign of support in my yard
Will place sign of support in my business
Monetary donation of ________dollars
In-kind donation of ___________dollars
Help solicit monetary donations
Stuffing and distributing letters/flyers
Register potential voters
Donate computer services or equipment
Contact business supporters
Serve as a member of a committee:
Parents for CCS committee
Volunteer committee
PR/Publicity committee
“Get-out-the-Vote” committee
“Door-to-Door” committee
Signs committee
Voter Registration/Absentee Voters
Staff for CCS committee
Businesses for CCS committee
Alumni for CCS committee
Organizations for CCS
Student Organization committee

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Please place this form in the levy campaign volunteer box at this event
or return to the Superintendent’s Office as soon as possible.
Thank you for your support.
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
©November 2010
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Endorsement Letter:

To___________________
Company_____________
Address______________
Sidney, Ohio 45365
October 1, 2007
Dear_________________,
The quality of education offered by the Sidney City Schools has been a hallmark of tradition
in the Sidney community since 1853. For well over a century, the district has dedicated itself to
educating Sidney’s future leaders with skills to last a lifetime. A tradition of excellence and
addressing the needs of every student is the focus of the mission of Sidney City Schools which
is: to provide a superior education, ensuring all students realize their maximum potential by
providing: innovative technology; a safe, healthy and nurturing learning environment;
exceptionally qualified staff; respect for, and accommodations of, differing learning styles and
needs; diverse learning opportunities; successful practices in education; and community
involvement that encompasses all facets of education.
Our community has been very supportive in the past with the realization that the quality of the
Sidney community is directly related to the quality of education produced by the Sidney City
Schools. The school district is again asking the community to assist in the realization of its
mission.
The funding of education in the state of Ohio has been, and will continue to be, in a state of
flux until a viable and constitutional system of funding can be established by state legislation.
Until that time comes, it is up to the local communities to fund the quality of education that the
citizens demand.
With the rising cost of doing business, fixed costs, reduction of the tangible personal property
taxes and the apparent increasing amount of federal and state unfunded mandates befalling
Ohio’s schools, it is becoming increasingly difficult to deal with school financing than at any time
in the past.
With a $32 million general fund appropriation for the 2006-2007 school year, and $29.6 million
dollars in fixed costs due to the loss of revenue, the Board of Education has placed a 1.5%
earned income tax issue before the public so they can discern what the quality of education will
be for the city schools.
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The Sidney City Schools has not sought new operating monies from the citizens of our district
since 1995. Think of all the changes that have had dynamic financial impact since twelve years
have surpassed and you begin to see the financial forecast is correct.
This letter is intended to solicit support from you and your company as a positive endorsement
for the earned income tax levy on the November 6, 2007 ballot.
We ask you consider a monetary donation to the campaign committee to support our efforts in
raising awareness of our current situation and needs to ensure a quality education for
generations to come. All donations are tax-deductible. Brochures, signs, yards signs,
postage, and general supplies are all items the Committee is in need of at this time.
Checks can be made payable to: Citizens for the Sidney City Schools
Checks can be sent to:

Citizens for Sidney City Schools Committee
723 Stratford Drive
Sidney, Ohio 45365

If you are not considering a monetary donation would you consider an “in-kind” donation of any
of the materials listed above?
If so, please contact:

Attila the Hun, Chairman
Citizens for Sidney City Schools Committee
110 Overland Drive
Sidney, Ohio 45365

We would like to include your company’s name on an “Endorsement List” of businesses and
citizens who support the November 6th ballot issue. Would you please take the time to fill out
the enclosed “endorsement form” and return by mail to the address listed above or fax to (937)
497-0000 as soon as possible.
Thank you for your time and consideration in this most important issue that concerns the future
of Sidney…..our youth and their ability to receive an effective and quality education.

Attila the Hun, Chairman
Citizens for Sidney City Schools

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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ENDORSEMENT FORM

I, ___________________________________, as a representative of
(Your name)
the_____________________________________________ do
Company/ Business/ Activity name
hereby, as a representative of the above entity and on their behalf,
endorse the Sidney City Schools November 6, 2007 1.5% Earned
Income Tax ballot issue.
___________________________________________ _________
Signature of person filling out the form
Date
Personnel from your group that you would like to be mentioned on the
Endorsement List (if any):
_______________________ _______________________
_______________________ _______________________
_______________________ _______________________
Please return to:
Attila the Hun , Chairman
Citizens for Sidney City Schools Committee
110 Overland Drive
Sidney, Ohio 45365
or

Thank you for your support.
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
©November 2010
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Get Out The Vote Committee - Telephone thoughts….. 10/16/07…
High School Focus

HERE”S WHAT TO SAY!

Good Morning / Afternoon/ Evening….
Hello…..on behalf of Sidney High School and the rest of the
Sidney City Schools, I would like to ask for your help on
November 6, 2007. The issue before the voters has to deal
with the quality of education that we offer to our high school
students as well as all of the students of the district. We need
your support to pass the Earned Income Tax Levy on
November 6th.
With the financial instability that presents itself…the district is
seeking a long term solution to a complex long-term problem.
Please remember us when you go to the polls on Tuesday
November 6th.
Thank you.

Personalize for each Grade Level Building….Middle School/ Elementary/ High
School.

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Identify those leaders in the community:
Dear____________________,

August 15, 2007

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have been identified as a potential “Jacket-Leader” by the staff and community
members of the district. Being named a “Jacket-Leader” indicates staff and community
members consider you a most positive, caring and concerned leader in the school
community. We need your help in the next 9 weeks for the children of the Sidney City
schools. We are entering into one of the most crucial ballot issues to appear in Sidney. Unless
new monies for operating funds (day-to-day operation) are generated very soon, the loss of
program and staff will have a tremendous negative impact on the future of our students and
the community.
With the financial issues that have befallen our district, we are in a position where if new
monies are not generated soon, the programs and staff will have to be reduced to the “bare
bones,” providing only a minimum standard of education for our children. Fewer programs, less
teachers, larger class sizes and a lack of opportunities and activities for the students to be
involved in are all major issues that the Sidney City schools and the community will have to
cope with if funds cannot be generated.
We can avoid this worst case scenario by helping to pass the 1.5% income tax levy the
Board of Education has placed on the November 6, 2007 general election ballot. This is
where your positive leadership abilities and particular gifts can make a difference
for our students and your community. On Wednesday, August 29, 2007 a twophased meeting for the community will take place at the Sidney High School
auditorium at 7:00pm.
The first phase of this meeting is an informal presentation regarding the financial status
and needs of our district. The second phase is the “KICK-OFF” campaign presentation to solicit
the help and coordination of volunteers to make the campaign successful.
We hope you’ll come to this important meeting to support our district. Won’t you help
make a difference in the lives of our students?
Educationally yours,
Dr. Mike Trego, Superintendent
Sidney City School
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Talking Points for KEEP THE PRIDE ALIVE

-

October 2007

1. HOW DID THE DISTRICT GET INTO THIS FINANCIAL CRISIS?
The district’s five year financial forecast indicates a $2.5 million deficit by the 2009-10 school year. Without a new
revenue source in place by then, the district will face major financial problems. The Sidney City School District has not
asked residents for new operating money since 1995. Emergency levies have been passed since then to help “fill the
gap,” but a more permanent solution is necessary. As long as the legislators of Ohio continue to fund public school in
the manner that they do…coming back to the local citizens to pass levies will continue to be the consistent pattern.

2. WHY DO WE NEED THE 1.5% EARNED INCOME TAX?
In 1975, Ohio lawmakers passed Ohio House Bill 920 (HB920), eliminating most operating tax revenue increases due to
an increase in home values. The county auditor then reduces the millage to offset the inflationary increase in property
values. What this means is, when a home’s value increases, the rate of tax paid on that home decreases. The district
receives less money.
HB 66, passed by the legislature in 2004, eliminates all Tangible Personal Property (TPP) taxes as a revenue source for
schools in Ohio. TPP accounts for 27% of our total valuation and 35% of our tax revenues. This revenue source is being
phased out and the district loses this funding. Only 50% of this lost revenue will be absorbed by the state after TPP is
completely phased out. With current legislation and the elimination of major tax revenues, an earned income tax is the
fairest way to fund this issue.

3. WHY AN INCOME TAX RATHER THAN PROPERTY TAX?
Residential and agricultural property make up 71% of the real property in our district, so a property tax levy
would place a burden on the residential property owners of our district instead of business. The income tax
distributes the tax burden to all wage earners in our district, property owners or not, and it also has the
potential to grow as our community prospers.

4. WHAT DOES THE DISTRICT SPEND THEIR MONEY ON?
So what does all that look like?

Fixed costs- Cost of doing business
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utilities - 39% increase last 2 yrs. $ 745,408.00
Wages by contractual agreement $ 16,647,89900
Retirement $ 2,915,328.00
Life Insurance $
38,000.00
Property/ liability Insurance $
96,400.00
Legal Fees
$
30,911.00
Funds for audit
$
26,774.00
Health/Dental Insurance $ 3,759,576.00
Employee Overtime $
85,000.00
Fuel - 80% increase last 4 yrs.
$ 134,927.00
Total Fixed Costs
$ 24.480,223.00
10/4/2007

Keep the PRIDE Alive !
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Fixed Costs
$ 24,480,223.00
Special Ed. Costs
2,628,124.00
Gifted Costs
139,000.00
ESL Costs
138,576.00
At-Risk Programs
429,779.00
Extracurriculars
585,000.00
Uncollected Fees
80,000.00
Ineligible Transportation
40,000.00
Total Fixed/ UFM
$ 28,520,702.00

10/10/2007

Keep the PRIDE Alive !
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5. WHAT WILL THIS EARNED INCOME TAX COST ME?
Earned Income
25,000.00
40,000.00
50,000.00
60,000.00
75,000.00
85,000.00
100,000.00

Tax @ 1.5%
375.00
600.00
750.00
900.00
1,125.00
1,275.00
1,500.00

6. HOW ARE THE SENIOR CITIZENS AFFECTED BY THIS LEVY?
They will NOT be affected by the EARNED income tax. The earned income tax applies solely to wages,
salaries and employment income. It does not affect retirement benefits, investment income and estates.
Plus, persons 65 or older are entitled to a $50 credit against their school district’s income tax.

7. WHAT HAPPENS IF THE LEVY FAILS?
The Board of Education will consider cost effectiveness and student success in any reductions that are
implemented. The District already has in place $1.2 million in reductions for the 2007-2008 school year. The
District would have to put the issue on again as soon as possible…(March or August) …if it goes down a 2nd
time in March or August…much deeper reductions will have to be put in place.

8. HOW SOON AFTER THE LEVY PASSES DOES THE DISTRICT RECEIVE
THE MONEY?
It takes 18 months after an income tax is passed to receive the full benefit. If passed in November 2007…in April
of 2008 we would receive 5.4% of the total; in July of 2008 another 16.2%; in October of 2008 another 15%; in
January of 2009 another 15.8%; in April of 2009 another 22%: and finally in July of 2009 another 47% of the
money. A full 18 months pass before we realize the full impact of the income tax.

9. CAN’T YOU USE THE PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT (PI) LEVY MONIES
AND USE THEM FOR THE DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS?
We are fortunate that we have a PI voted millage for our district. The PI is at the .008 level (less than 1 mill) that generates
approximately $275,000.00 per year. The PI monies are a separate tax issue and these monies can only be used for the
improvement of property. The General Funds are used solely for the day-to-day operation of the district.

10. DID THE DISTRICT USE OPERATING MONIES TO BUILD
THE FOOTBALL STADIUM? - NO!
The building bond issue to build the Middle School and renovate the High School also allowed the district to set aside
approximately $990,000.00 of the bond monies for the renovation of the Julia Lamb stadium. At the same time, Lehman
HS was considering the idea of building a stadium. A group of citizens got together and sold the idea that Sidney City
Schools and Lehman HS should pool their resources and build a combined stadium for the community. The District
committed the $990,000.00 they were going to invest in Julia Lamb renovations, and the committee to build the stadium
raised approximately $2,300,000.00 in private donations. Total cost of the stadium was $3,200,000.00. The stadium is a
testament to the two school communities working together for the needs of all the youth of Sidney.
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11. WHAT WILL TAXED ON IN THE 1.5% EARNED INCOME TAX LEVY?
TAXED : Salary / Tips / Self-employment income / Other Employment Income
NOT TAXED: Interest /Dividends / Unemployment compensation / Taxable scholarships / Fellowships
/Annuities/IRA Distributions/Capital gains/State, local bond interest/Federal bond interest/Alimony received
/ Retirement Benefits/ Social Security benefits / Disability and survivors benefits / Railroad retirement
benefits / Welfare benefits / Child support / Gifts, bequest, inheritance / Worker’s compensation.

12. WILL THE 4.73 EMERGENCY LEVY BE DROPPED IN 2010?
If the passage of the November ballot issue is successful, the Board of Education is committed to dropping the
renewal of the 4.73 emergency levy in 2010, thus reducing property taxes. Should the 1.5% earned income tax
issue not be successful, the option may be to renew the 4.73 levy for fiscal stability.

Dr. Mike Trego, Director
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What is a coffee?
An informal “get-together” in various settings that will bring people together to discuss and try
to generate positive support for the levy. Answer questions and provide accurate information to
people.

•
•

•
•
•

Develop a list of attendees/ invites for each meeting. Invite people to only one meeting—no
duplication.
Set dates and locations for each coffee meeting in the precinct on nights or when a
representative (Chair(s), Superintendent, BOE, influential community members, etc.) of the
campaign can attend.
Confirm the start time –recommend 7:00pm or 7:30pm.
Keep a list of invites on the Coffee Meeting Log Sheets.
Contact the precinct captain 5 days prior to the Coffee meeting to confirm invitation calls
have been made, then again the day before to answer any questions and confirm meeting
times.

Coffee Meeting Agenda
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Prior to meeting: Invite guests at least 7 days in advance, with a reminder call one day prior to the
meeting. Plan on 90 minutes for the meeting. Arrange to have coffee and a light snack (cookies,
bars, etc.)
Item #1 –Gather at 7:30pm; serve refreshments until 7:45pm; gather and be seated for a short
presentation and discussion.
Item #2 – Welcome and introduction by precinct captain.
Item #3 –Speaker presentation: Millage; cost of issue/ basic facts about the issue/election
date/voter registration/absentee ballots; distribute handouts/ short PowerPoint (depending where)(literature/fact sheets/Q and A sheet).
Item #4 –Questions/ discussion solicited by precinct captain. Use the Q&A sheet put out by the PR
Committee. Precinct captain is to take notes, gather information, listen to concerns, get ideas, if
they don’t have answers…they will get them and respond to the individuals who asked, etc. They
will report back to the Campaign Chair(s). Information will be summarized and used to target
specific information that needs to be disseminated and/or issues that need to be addressed during
the campaign.
Item #5 –Encourage a positive vote…ask for volunteers for the levy. Pass-out volunteer sheets and
return to the Volunteer Committee.
Item #6 –Request from attendees to hold a similar coffee meeting in their home and invite other
district friends, neighbors, relatives, etc.
Item #7 –Dismiss the meeting, except for those who are interested in having a similar meeting in
their home. Precinct captain will meet them to identify invitees, a target date, and organize their
meetings.
These coffee meetings cannot be underestimated. They are extremely important for the “spreading
of the word”…about what the levy is all about.
Check with staff to see if they would host a coffee for their classroom parents at the
school. This has been very effective in bring parents into the building and discussing the
issue.
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
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STRAIGHT TALK FORM DR. MIKE – Dispelling the Myths Out There!
The following pages (69-72) are examples of an insert that was created to include with the
community newspaper. The PAC/Campaign Committee, through survey and word-of-mouth,
collected the “Top Ten Myths about the District” and addressed them individually each week
for ten (10) weeks prior to the election day itself.
Page 65 was created and included on one side of the bright yellow publication that allowed
the superintendent to provide facts and information in dispelling the myths that were
selected to be addressed. A telephone number and email address of the superintendent in
included in the publication to answer any further questions that someone might have.
The superintendent takes the responsibility for managing the district and indicates the need
for accurate and factual information to be distributed and discussed.
Again, each week a different myth was addressed and this information was shared with the
BOE/Certified/Classified/Volunteer/Administration prior to publication so that they could also
address the myths and all stakeholders were hearing the same accurate facts.
In this day of electronic media this strategy could be very easily adapted to facebook,
blogging, etc.
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Be an informed voter…
Myth: Why can’t we use the bond monies for operating monies?
#1
Fact: There is currently no provision in the law that allows, or would permit, converting bond monies to
operating monies.
Ohio Revised Code 5705.14A – prohibits the transfer of such funds.
The district could abandon the building/renovation project but at a very high cost.
The purpose of the building/renovation issue was to make the district operations more efficient and to reduce the
high cost of maintenance of the over 40 year-old buildings in the district.
Even if we could use the bond monies for operating monies the schools would lose millions of dollars.
To start the building project the schools borrowed $34 million dollars by selling bonds.
We already have bills in the amount of $2-3 million dollars for such things as: soil boring samples; traffic studies;
construction manager fees; and architect fees.
To stop the project now would cost the district 10 more years of paying off the bonds that were sold plus paying
interest on those bonds. This could cost the schools approximately $3-5 million dollars on top of what the
schools already need to operate.
If you have questions or concerns about this fact sheet…Please call Dr. Mike Trego at 775-4250 or email Dr. Mike
at mtrego@mail.gsn.K12.oh.us
Paid for by the Keep The Pride Alive Levy Committee, Steve Mullins, Chairman, Chillicothe, Ohio
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Straight Talk from Dr. Mike:

#2

Myth: Since the Schools received the $1.396 million dollars they lost from the MeadWestvaco
devaluation...can’t they use that money and have spring sports this year?
Fact: Unfortunately, the schools cannot provide spring sports this year without a levy passing.
The receiving of the grant from the state will allow the schools to cover the loss of day-to-day operating funds, meet payroll until June
30, 2005, and cover minimum expenses in 2005-2006.
The grant is intended to help our school avoid an operating deficit. Schools that cannot avoid an operating deficit, which in our
case the MeadWestvaco devaluation caused, would have to be placed in fiscal emergency.
A budget plan to address the $1.396 million loss had to be submitted by December 31, 2004 to the state for review and approval. The
Board of Education made a decision on December 6, 2004, based on community input, to reduce spring sports and certain extra
service contracts from the budget if the February levy did not pass. Academic programs were saved from reductions at that time.
The loss of funds from the devaluation is gone forever from the schools’ budget. The following chart shows the money lost
over the next five years.
Net Revenue Loss Associated W/Value Loss from Mead (7/04)
Fiscal 2005
Fiscal 2006
Fiscal 2007
Fiscal 2008
Fiscal 2009
$ 1,396,000.00
548,422.00
581,538.00
615,209.00
716,837.00
Passing a levy is the only hope for the schools to have financial resources and to be able to provide the children of Chillicothe a
quality education.
If you have questions or concerns about this fact sheet…Please call Dr. Mike Trego at 775-4250 or email Dr. Mike at
mtrego@mail.gsn.K12.oh.us
Paid for by the Keep The Pride Alive Levy Committee, Steve Mullins, Chairman, Chillicothe, Ohio
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Be an informed Voter.

#3

Myth: An income tax is a fairer way for people to support the schools than a property tax …why not put up an income tax
levy instead?
Fact: For Chillicothe residents, a property is the most fair type of tax. The average Chillicothe homeowner would be paying 2 to 3
times more on a income tax than a property tax. Businesses currently fund 55-60% of taxes that come into the schools. With an income
tax, businesses would not pay a fair share. The burden of funding would come from the property owners.
On the chart below, find your property value to find out what you pay for a 6 mill property tax. Then, find your Adjusted Gross Income and
find out what you would pay on a 0.75% income tax. (6 mills of property tax equals 0.75% income tax). Compare the difference in the two
totals.
Property Value
(Appraised)
25,000.00
35,000.00
45,000.00
50,000.00
55,000.00
65,000.00
75,000.00
85,000.00
95,000.00
100,000.00
125,000.00
150,000.00

Yearly

Cost of 6 Mills
Monthly

Daily

45.91
64.31
82.69
91.98
101.06
119.44
137.81
156.19
174.56
183.72
229.69
275.62

3.83
5.36
6.89
7.66
8.42
9.95
11.48
13.02
14.55
15.31
19.14
22.98

0.13
0.18
0.23
0.25
0.28
0.33
0.38
0.43
0.48
0.50
0.63
0.76

Average Gross
Income

Income Tax .75
Yearly (AGI)

25,000.00
35,000.00
45,000.00
50,000.00
55,000.00
65,000.00
75,000.00
85,000.00
95,000.00
100,000.00
125,000.00
150,000.00

187.50
262.50
337.50
375.00
412.00
487.50
562.50
637.50
712.50
750.00
937.50
1,125.00

Monthly

Daily

15.62
21.87
28.12
31.25
34.37
40.62
46.87
53.12
59.37
62.60
78.12
93.75

0.42
0.59
0.77
0.85
0.94
1.11
1.28
1.45
1.62
1.71
2.14
2.56

As you can see… a property tax for Chillicothe residents would cost you less than an income tax.

If you have questions or concerns about this fact sheet…Please call Dr. Mike Trego at 775-4250 or email Dr. Mike at
mtrego@mail.gsn.K12.oh.us
Paid for by the Keep The Pride Alive Levy Committee, Steve Mullins, Chairman, Chillicothe, Ohio
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Be an informed voter….
Myth: The State will save the schools by fixing the funding!

Fact: Not in the foreseeable future.

#4

Many people in the community have stated that school funding is a state problem and the state must correct the system. We could not
agree more with that statement. The Ohio Supreme Court has stated that the current funding system is unconstitutional four times
because it places an over dependence on property tax.
People worry that if they vote yes on additional monies for the schools, they are accepting the situation as is and the state will do
nothing to correct the real problem of how schools are funded. The argument has merit. However, the state of Ohio has proven to be
inept at balancing its current budget.
The legislature does not want to raise the taxes needed to balance its budget and address the education issue because of the political
consequences of such a decision. The state government continues to fail to carry out its constitutional and moral obligation to provide
an adequate education for the children of our state.
By refusing to take adequate measures, the state shifts the burden back on the local communities to solve the funding problems
brought on by inflation, escalating costs, unfunded mandates, and a declining local economy.
The constitutional challenge to educational funding in other states has taken anywhere from seven to twenty years to rectify the
problem. Ohio is only in year twelve.
Because the State of Ohio cannot, or will not address the issue, for the good of our children and the future wellbeing of our
community, we must.
We cannot afford to wait for the State of Ohio to solve the educational funding problem in our community.
Please support the schools on May 3, 2005
If you have questions or concerns about this fact sheet…Please call Dr. Mike Trego at 775-4250 or email Dr. Mike at
mtrego@mail.gsn.K12.oh.us
Paid for by the Keep The Pride Alive Levy Committee, Steve Mullins, Chairman, Chillicothe, Ohio
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Be an informed voter…

#5

MYTH: Voting NO for the levy is a good way to voice my displeasure for past decisions made by the school staff,
administration, and Board of Education.
FACT: FALSE! Unfortunately, there are always people who vote no on any tax issue for the mere fact that they
can. School levy issues are one of the few types of levies on which people can vote no for taxes.
One of the things we have in common with each other is that we can all name a teacher who has had an impact on
our lives in a positive way. Voting no for the levy just to voice displeasure with decisions puts the students at a
greater risk of losing curricular programs and activities.
Choosing to vote against the May 3 levy will not move the state in any way to help our children. Do not throw
away the only tool we have to deal with this emergency. When our house is on fire, we do not throw down the
garden hose as a protest that the fire department is not there. And if our neighbors’ house is on fire, we do not
stand by and say “Let it burn so the fire department will get here quicker next time”. The emergency is real and
only we can address it.
The appropriate way to voice your displeasure for the decisions of anyone individual teacher, administrator, or
board member is by sending a signed letter, making a phone call, arranging to meet with those with whom you
disagree or by attending a monthly scheduled school board business meeting.
Vote YES on May 3rd for our KIDS……our COMMUNITY….and our FUTURE. If you have questions or concerns
about this fact sheet…Please call Dr. Mike Trego at 775-4250 or email Dr. Mike at mtrego@mail.gsn.K12.oh.us
Paid for by the Keep The Pride Alive Levy Committee, Steve Mullins, Chairman, Chillicothe,
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Be an informed voter…

#6

MYTH – My children are in the elementary schools right now….this levy vote won’t have any effect on them!
FACT – FALSE! - This ballot issue has tremendous effect on the children in the Elementary and Middle Schools right now. As
these students enter the High School they will not have had the learning opportunities that students have traditionally been offered.
•

Loss of specialized teachers in Art, Music, Physical Education. Elementary teachers are already feeling pressure from the
higher state standards to ensure that all students succeed in their classes. In areas that require specialized training, adding more
teaching assignments to the teachers’ current teaching load is not the most efficient way to address this problem.

•

More students per teacher in all classrooms. Currently we have a ratio of 21 students-to- 1 teacher of in the Elementary
and 24:1 in the Middle School. If the election is not successful, we could be looking at 28 to 30 students to one teacher per
classroom. This decreases quality individual time that a teacher can spend with each student.

•

Inability to attract new teachers with innovative ideas. Teachers want to work in communities that support education.

•

After-schools activities could be eliminated including the successful Tecumseh Program that is sponsored by the Adena
Regional Medical Center.

•

Lack of up-to-date textbooks and materials to support subject areas. Due to the reductions in funding for textbook
purchases, the purchase of up-to-date textbooks on a regular rotation basis now would now be reduced to much longer time
spans.
Vote Yes for our Kids…..our Community…our Future on May 3, 2005!

If you have questions or concerns about this fact sheet, please call Dr. Mike Trego at 775-4250 or email Dr. Mike at
mtrego@mail.gsn.K12.oh.us
Paid for by the Keep The PRIDE Alive Levy Committee, Steve Mullins, Chairman, Chillicothe, Ohio
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Straight Talk from Dr. Mike…

#7

Myth : The new superintendent has only been here 8 months….what can he possibly do to fix the problem?
Fact: More than you think as long as I can count on everyone’s help and your willingness to develop trust.
Imagine that our school district is an ocean liner…and that you have to determine what the most important role on the ship should be… “Who has
the most important role?” The most common answer is the captain who is responsible for everything that happens. Others say it’s the navigator
who sets the direction. Still others say it the helmsmen who actually controls the direction…or the engineer down there stoking the fire, providing
energy…or the social director who makes sure that everybody’s enrolled, involved, and communicating. While these are legitimate leadership
roles, there is another which, in many ways eclipses them all in importance. Yet, rarely does anyone think of it. The neglected leadership role is
the designer of the ship. No one has a more sweeping influence than the designer. What good does it do for the captain to say, “Turn starboard
thirty degrees,” when the designer has built a rudder that will turn only to port, or which takes six hours to turn starboard? It’s fruitless to be the
leader in an organization that is poorly designed. What has all this have to do with Chillicothe ?
Many of the remarks that I’ve heard since my arrival indicate to me that, although we do an outstanding job of providing a high quality education
to all of our students, our present system of day-to-day procedures/ activities, interpretations of policy, systems, administrative duty distribution,
inconsistency of work ethic, purpose of duty, and internal/external audience communications need to be addressed and re-designed to insure that
our whole community is working together as we seek to attain the vision and mission of the district.
What has that got to do with the May 3, 2005 ballot issue? Everything. Trust is the cement holding the organization, its programs, and its
people together. Trust of others is not simple or fast. It happens in small increments. The bottom line is that if you want someone to trust you,
you have to tell them the truth, act on that truth consistently, and then patiently wait for the relationship to mature. I gather that there has been a
lack of trust with some of the community and the city schools because past events have had a powerful effect on our willingness to trust.
What I offer, as the new superintendent, is a chance for the schools and the community to re-design and reestablish the value of trust in the
schools by the Chillicothe community. There are a number of design components that are already appearing on the horizon such as: the new
building and renovation of the high school; the formation of a Business Advisory Partnership to help advise and “chart a new course” of
interacting with students; revision of many of the current policies and procedures that are in place; revision of all district job descriptions for
improved accountability; and revision of support staff evaluation tool for improved employee productivity. If the levy is not successful, the redesign of the system will take much longer to achieve and may encounter greater resistance that could lead to more distrust. We cannot afford to
have this happen to our kids….our community….and our future.
Please support the levy and vote for the May 3, 2005 ballot issue. This support is for our community…our kids…and our future.
Paid for by the Keep The PRIDE Alive Levy Committee, Steve Mullins, Chairman, Chillicothe, Ohio
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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ADMINISTRATIVE RETREAT

8/2/07

Who are the “movers and shakers” in your building? Who is positive and pro-kid in your building?
In the community? Who would you like to work with? We need to formulate a list of Leaders in your
Building/Community to help us have a successful campaign.
Name

Address

City

Zip

Phone

Email

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE RETURN NO LATER THAN AUGUST 10, 2007
THANK YOU….THE LEVY COMMITTEE.
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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“Keep the PRIDE Alive”
Volunteer Sign-up Sheet
Name

Address

City

Zip

Phone

Email

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you! We’ll be in touch with you very soon !!!
Dr. Mike Trego, Director
Department of Educational Administration
School of Educational Leadership
Indiana Wesleyan University
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Top Ten reasons to Vote for the May 3rd Levy:
1. Attract quality medical and other professionals to Chillicothe.
2. Keep quality service related jobs in Chillicothe.
3. Maintain a quality education system that will allow parents and
businesses to stay in Chillicothe.
4. Businesses will share in the expense of the issue with the residential
property owners.
5. Maintain high property values.
6. Qualified and certified adults who provide the children a positive
outlet for after school activities.
7. The City Schools are operating efficiently and effectively with the
limited resources that they are given. (State Report Card and State
Auditor’s Office).
8. Currently the only “Effective” school district in Ross County.
9. Retain a Highly Qualified Teaching Staff.
10. Retain specialized teachers in the Fine Arts K-12.

“Keep the PRIDE Alive”
Paid for by the Keep the PRIDE Alive Campaign, Steve Mullins, Chairman, Chillicothe, Ohio
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